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ANALYTICAL AM EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF THREE PHASE HEAT TRANSFER WITH
SIMULTANEOUS CONDENSING AND FREEZING ON COLD
HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL PLATES
William Olsen
The University of Connecticut, 1967
Two problem's involving three phase heat transfer are considered in
this report. They are steady state condensing and freezing on a vertical
plate and transient condensing and freezing on an infinite horizontal
plate.
I ^,
The problem of steady state condensing upon a very cold vertical
plate, where freezing can occur, is considered in chapter 2. The ob-
jective of this study is to analytically determine the conditions where
freezing would occur and its effect, the effect of parameters, and to
gain insight into the three phase problem by experiment. The analysis
indicates that it is difficult to obtain a solid layer from a pure vapor
no matter how cold the coolant. Low pressures and a low coolant thermal
resistance are necessary in order to have some chance of obtaining a
solid layer. Interfacial resistances caused by a non-condensable gas
or the "Schrage effect" (for liquid metals) make the attainment of a
solid layer much easier. The vertical cold plate experiment indicated
that as the non-condensable gas (air) fraction increased the type of
solid formed from the vapor (water) changed from ice ., at a very law air
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William Olaen, The University of Connecticut, 1,967
fraction, to an ice and frost laminated composite solid, and firally
to frost alone, when the air fraction was high. The ice a.-i frost
laminated composite was composed of bonded alternate ,layers of frost
(dendritizo crystals normal to the ice sheets) and thin ice sheets,
which could be controlled by changing the total pressure, 1G may be
possible to form a laminated .'omposite metal structure of high
strength/weight and good insulating ability by solidificatioct of a
metal vapor in the presence of some non-condensable gas.
Transient simultaneous condensing and freezing (melting) off' a
pure vapor upon an initially dry very cold horizontal, plate of no
thermal capacity is considered in chapter 3. The primary objective
of the analysis is to determine under what conditions a solidified
layer occurs, and to determine phase growth rates, heat flux and wall
temperatures in terms of the parameters of the problem. In addition)
various methods of analysis for multi-phase problems are evaluated for
their accuracy and ease of application to this problem.
The analysis indicates that a solidified Layer forms on an infinite
horizontal cold plate whenever the coolant is colder than the freezing
temperature of the vapor. An exact solution to this three phase prob-
lem occurs when the wall temperature is constant, if the plate and
coolant thermal resistances are finite, so that the wall temperature is
not constant, then an approximate method of analysis must be used. Of
the many approximate methods considered the Karman - Pohlhauseri.method.
appears to be easy to use and was within 1% of the exact solution far the
constant wall temperature special case. The horiz(nut-al cold plate ana-
lvtical and experimental results were in generally good agreement.
S
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ANALYTICAL AND EXPERnWTAL STUDY OF THREE PHASE HEAT TRANSFER WITH
SIMULTANEOUS CONDENSING AND FREEZING ON COLD
HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL PLATES
Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY OF RESULTS
1.1 GENERAL REMARKS
One area of heat transfer research that stands out in this writer's
mind as not having been studied adequately, have been heat transfer
situations, with change of phase and fluid flow, where three phases of
a single substance (i.e., one component) exist simultaneously in a sys-
tem. l The three phases refer to the solid, liquid, and vapor phases of
a pure substance.
A quick look at a typical Pressure-Temperature phase diagram, such
as the one for water in figure l.la, indicates the conditions whereby a
three phase one component situation could exist. The system pressure
must be below the criticalpoint (CP) and above the triple point (TP) of
the substance. The temperature differences in the system have to be
,b
large enough to span across the three phases (i.e., fall across the solid-
liquid (SL) and liquid-vapor (LV) , surfaces). For example, a three phase r
system could exist if the wall in figure l.lb was at the conditions of 	 Es
point A and a superheated vapor was at the conditions of _point B.
lThis does not include three phase JTlows that .involve, for examples
coal dust in water as a slurry with air bubbling through it. -Such flows
are called three phase mixture flows.
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A literature search reveals that three phase heat transfer problems
have not been studied. This is due to the fact that they only ocour
rarely in nature, and owing to the fact that large temperature differ-
ences are required commercial applications have also been absent. But
now large temperature differences are readily available because cryo-
genic liquids of low temperature and liquid metals of high temperature
are broadly applied, and also because space missions are becoming
important. Therefore, since three phase systems can now occur they
should be studied.
Since there have been no studies of three phase heat transfer sys-
tems,the primary overall objective of this study is to obtain an under-
standing of such.systems by analyses and experiments. The secondary .
overall objective is to determine the problems associated with three
phase systems and to investigate some possible applications. With a
little imagination it is not too difficult to envision some possible-
f 	 .. AR
applications where three phases might occur. Table 11 indicates some	 A
possible three phase applications.
Table ..1
Possible Three Phase Applications •
1. Vapor Cycle Equipment in a Very Cold Environment
Examples: (a) Vapor condenser n:ooled by a cryogen
(b) Cryogenic gasifier using a condensing vapor as
the heat source
(c) Water cooled liquid metal condenser
(d) Vapor cycle equipment on another planet or in
space
I 
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( Table 1.1, continued)
{
2. Start-up of Cold Vapor Cycle Equipment
t
Examples: Start-up of example systems above
3. Metal Making
Examples: (a) Thin film vapor deposition above the triple
point
(b) Porous metal formation
4. Atmospheric Phenomenon Above the Triple Point
Examples: (a) Hailstones
(b) Solidification above the triple point such as
on windows or refrigerator coils'
n
	
h^	
Some of the problems with the possible applications listed in
	
[	 table 1.1 can be readily envisioned. In a heat transfer system it is
,n usually desirable to transfer as much heat as possible, therefore any
	
i	 insulating solid layer that freezes onto a surface would be undesirable.
In addition low pressure drops are usually required in flow ducts, so
that a solid layer on the duct wall, which would tend to restrict or
t,
even block the flow, would also be undesirable. Clearly the conditions
necessary to obtain a solidified layer must be determined.
Since space power equipment must radiate waste heat by very large
radiators high system temperatures are necessary along with low system
pressures in order to reduce weight. According to figure 1.2 liquid
	
G.
metals provide these requirements, however, they also have high freezing
temperatures. Wherefore, freezing problems are more likely.
	
i	 One current three phase problem occurs when vapo r cycle equipment
is started up in a cold environment (application 2 of table 1.1). In
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this case the system tubes are initially very cold when hot vapor is
fed into them. This vapor will condense and freeze and finally melt
as more vapor is supplied. There is a problem in that the solidified
layer may plug up the tube or that too much of the inventory of fluid
may be frozen to the tube walls, before steady state condensing is
attained.
In application 3 of table 1.1 the solidified layer is the end
product so its presence is desired. Solidification from the vapor may
offer some advantages over freezing from the liquid, perhaps as a way
I'
	 to control porosity. In this case the problem is to find a way to form
a solid layer.
1.2 SCOPE OF REPORT
In this report attempts are made to describe, analyze and experi-
ment with three phase heat transfer situations on cold horizontal and
vertical plates. The scope of this study is shown in detail in the
TABLE OF CONTENTS. The problems are listed there in roughly their
order of analytical difficulty.
1
1.3 DESCRIPTION OF THE PHYSICAL SI'T'UATIONS
The heat and mass transfer processes that occur on the three
principal configurations of cold surfaces are now described. In the
case of the horizontal cold plate, shown in figure 1.3a, vapor, suddenly
comes in contact with an infinite horizontal plate that is cooled from
below by a coolant, which is colder than the freezing point of the vapor.
	 1
Some of the vapor condenses on the plate. As the insulating condensate 	 s
layer thickness increases the temperature of the upper surface of the
plate decreases. When it Falls below the freezing temperature a solid-
ified layer begins to grow on the plate from the condensate liquid. The
x.
5
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process thereafter is one where vapor condenses to form a growing con-
densate layer, which is simultaneously freezing to form a growing Eolid-
ified layer. This problem involves two phase and three phase case6 with
moving phase boundaries, which makes the problem non-linear
The vertical plate case is similar to the above case except that
tiere is a flow of liquid, due to gravity and/or vapor drag, which
causes a variation in the phase thickness along the plate. A cooled,
very cold vertical plate is suddenly placed in contact with a slowly
flowing vapor. The vapor condenses and the condensate flows dow:1 the
plate. The condensate layer grows thicker with time and eventually the
plate temperature falls below the freezing temperature at the bottom of
the plate where the condensate layer is the thickest. A solidified
layer then starts to grow at the bottom of the plate. As the conden-
sate layer, which insulates the plate and the solid layer from the hot
vapor, grows thicker the solidified layer also grows thicker and ad-
vances up the plate. After some time has elapsed the steady state thick-
ness shown in figure 1.3b occurs. Only the steady state aspect ofthis
problem is considered herein.
F
Steady state flow of a vapor into a very cold condenser tube is
described now for the readers' better understanding of the three phase
i4
problem although it is not considered further in this thesis. In this
case vapor flows into the tube with high velocity because ' of the con-	 1
^Q
fined flow passage. As shown in figure 1.3c the vapor condenses on the
tube walls and the condensate, flowing down the tube, increases in thick-
ness down the tube until the tube is filled with condensate (i.e., fully
condensed). Because of the high vapor velocity large waves and droplets
E
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are ;generated which greatly complicate this problem analytically. Again,
a solidified layer will form if the temperature of the inside surface of
the tube falls below the freezing temperature. This solid may plug the
tube, especially where the flow is fully condensed.
1.4 METHOD OF ATTACK
The three phase problem involves simultaneous condensing from the
vapor and freezing from the condensate liquid. Clearly much insight into
the unexplored three phase problem can be gained from the extensive lit-
erature available for two phase problems that separately involve con-
densing from the vapor and freezing from the liquid. The applicable lit-
_.	
erature for condensing on a vertical plate has been adequately surveyed
by references [1) and [2], while freezing studies are discussed in detail
by references {3] and [4]. There is no need to redo their efforts in
detail. The information gained from the literature is used to simplify
the analyses and is discussed as the analyses are developed.
The necessary boundary conditions for these movingboundary phase
change problems are derived and discussed in appendix D. These boundary
conditions are transformed there to a fixed coordinate . system, from the
moving boundary system in which they were derived, so that they can be
used in the fixed coordinate problems considered herein.
Since few exact and no simple solutions are expected, approximate
integral methods are used in order to bring the analyses to a stage
where relatively simple numerical methods (i.e., somewhat standard pro-
graming techniques) can be used to obtain numerical solutions. A num-
ber of approximate analytical techniques, that have been used in phase
q
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change problems, are investigated to determine their ease of application
and accuracy in three phase problems.
Experiments were performed to; verify the models chosen to describe
the three phase problems, verify analytical results, and to gain further
insight into the three phase problem area. Horizontal and Vertical cold
plate apparatuses were built, tested and used to obtain data. These
apparatuses were designed so that they were consistent with the analytical
models.
1.5 SUN MY OF RESULTS
1. The steady state analysis for the vertical cold plate indicates
that a pure vapor will only rarely yield a solidified layer. This is
i especially true for a pure liquid metal vapor. In general only extreme
conditions, such as a very low pressure, very cold coolant and very low
coolant andlate thermal resistance will result in a solidified layerP	 s
on a given plate. This result occurs because the liquid condensate runs
off the vertical plate so that only a thin layer of condensate can form
to insulate the solid from the vapor.
r
2. Experiments with a water system and the analysis indicate that a`
1	 small amount of non-condensable gas (air)in the vapor can greatly alter
the above result for the vertical plate case. The non-condensable gas
concentrates at the LV interface and effectively insulates the cold plate
and solidified layer from the hot vapor so that solid layers can form
under less extreme conditions than required for a pure vapor. 'Therefore,
one might expect that a tube may be more readily plugged, in the region 	
.w
l
where 'vapor is present, if a small amount of non-condensable gas is present. 	 t
The interfacial resistance that occurs for liquid metal condensing gives ia
rise to a similar result.	 }
xr
s3. The type of solid that forms from steam on a vertical cs'i11
plate depends upon the air (non-condensable gas) fraction and "the-
condensate thickness. When the vapor is almost pure (i.e., very
little air) ice forms. When considerably more non-condensable ga=
is present a frost solid layer forms. An. intermediate small non-
condensable gas fraction results in a frost and ice composite
solid. The frost-ice composite solid that forme, was a laminate
composed locally of alternate layers of frost and thin sheets of
ice. The ice sheets and dendritic ,frost crystals were bonded
together and their formation was easily controlled by small changez
i.n the total pressure. It may be possible to tailor a lightweight
insulating metal structure of controlled porosity by
 solidification
from the valoor in the presence of a non-condensable gas.
4. The analysis and experiments for the horizontal cold plate
indicate that a solidified layer can form under much less severe
conditions than,for a vertical plate because the insulating con-
densate layer doesn't run off and is consequently thicker_ In fact,	 r
^ k
a solid layer will form on an infinite horizontal plate whenever the
coolant is colder than the freezing temperature of the vapor. The
effect of small amounts of non-condensable gas is relatively small
here because the thick condensate layer offers considerable thermal
resistance.
5. The transient phase growth on a horizontal plate could be
analyzed exactly only when the wall temperature is a constant. In
that case both phase layers grow at ,a rate proportional to the
1 square root of the time. For the case where the wall temperature is
* t n
not constant (i.e., finite coolant and plate thermal resistance) an
exact solution is not possible. Many approximate analytical solution
methods for phase change problems were compared and it was found that
the Karman - Pohlhausen method was the most practical. The Karman.-
Pohlhausen method results in two simultaneous ordinary differential
equations which are solved numerically. This approximate method gives
results that are within 1% of the exact solution, for the special case
of a constant wall temperature. The agreement between experimental
and analytical results was good.
ki
Chapter 2
STEADY STATE CONDENSING AND FREEZING FROM THE VAPOR
""O A COLD VERTICAL PLATE
2.l INTRODUCTION
The three phase problem of steady state condensing on a cold
vertical plate, where freezing can occur, is treated in this chapter
by analysis and experiment. A solid Layer may occur in 'vapor flow
passages of heat transfer systems -that operate in an environment that
is colder than the freezing temperature of the vapor. Any solid layer
that forms is usually detrimental, in that it restricts the flow or
reduces the heat transfer. The objective of the analytical part of
this study is to determine the conditions required for freezing ,  the
effect of the system parameters (e.g., coolant temperature, fluid
properties, pressure ) vapor velocity and solid properties) on phase
thicknesses, wall temperature and heat transfer. The effect of a non
condensable gas and the "Schrage effect" surface resistance for liquid
metals are also considered. The objective of the experimental study
is to verify the analytical model and to gain further ;insight into the
three phase problem.
2.2 ANALYSTS FOR A PURE VAPOR
Consider the vertical plate of finite thermal resistance, shown
_	 in figure 2.1 0 that is cooled on one side by a very cold coolant of
}
finite thermal resistance, l/he, that is at a constant temperature, Tc
10
ffic ON
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Saturated vapor of low velocity, Uy., flows by the other side of the
plate and condenses on the plate. The condensate liquid flows down
the plate by gravity and/oak vapor drag, The thickness of the con-
densate inc,,.-aces in the direction of the flow. At some point
(x = Xs ) the insulating condensate layer is thick enough for the
wall temperature, Two to have docreased to the freezing temperature,
TSL` A solidified layer starts at that point (x = Xs). From that
point on the solidified layer gets thicker since the condensate
sayer also gets thicker as x increases,
2.2,1 DMIVATION OF EQUATIONS
A detailed literature search did not reveal any three phase Beat
transfer studies. However, a three phase situation is made up of
simultaneous freezing and condensing so that the extensive two phase
literature for freezing and condensing can be used in this study.
The literature for condensing on a vertical plate is well swmarized
in references (11 and [2) and will not be repeated here. These ref-
erences indicate that Nusselt's simple condensing model, as described
in reference [5) is adequate for condensing of a common fluid on aj
vertical plate. Furthermore, the Nusselt model can be adapted to
handle the effect of the drag of a vapor flowing at a low velocity and
the effect of non-condensable gas; and also liquid metal condensing,
where the "Sdhrage effect" interfacial resistance must be considered.
	 h
Therefore, the Nusselt model is used in this analysis. In this model
e;.
the following are assumed: no waves, small boundary curvature,
"	 boundary layer assumptions, steady state, constant properties, saturated
pyre vapor, laminar flow, and negligible energy and momentum convection.,
I i
. i n
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The wall temperoV;,,vxe can vary but the coolant temperature and thermal
resistance are assumed constant. The differential equations for the
condensate layer at a point x are therefore:
From momentum
y .,	 d2u
(P P )g + µ = = 0	 (1)t	 v	 t dy2
where
g = go s in
fry
and from energy
dZTZ
dy
The literature for freezing on a plate are well summarized in
references [3) and (4) and are therefore not repeated. For this prob-
lem it is reasonable to assume that heat is transferred in the solid
layer by conduction alone and that the layer is thin so that axial
temperature gradients m::.y be neglected. Steady state and constant
solid properties are also assumed. The differential equation for the
solid layer is therefore given by
a; d2TSs	 0	
(3)
r C
"
The boundary conditions for the problem are given below.
1. Along the inner liquid condensate layer boundary there are a num-
ber  of regions where the boundary conditions differ.
a. Where there is no solid layer (x +`< Xs) at y 0:
Mown
I
c.. cuy
. t n
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dT
u E ( x , Y = 0) = o, TZ ( x, 0) _ Tw( x) , - qZ (x, 0) = kt dy ( x, 0)
_ (T
w(x)
	 Td s Q
	 (4),(5),(6)b	 Ac
b. At x = Xs where freezing starts:
Tt (x = Xs, Y = 0) _ ' TSL( P)	 (7)
c. And where there is a solid layer (x > Xs ) at y - YSL(x):
u t(x,y = YSL(x)) = 0,TZ(x,YSL)	 TS( x,YSL) = TSL(P),	 (®),(9), ( 10)
dTZ	 dT$
"qt (x, YSL} kt dy (x, YSL) = -g8 (X, Y3L) ks dy (x^ "sL)	 (' 1)
2.-Along the solid inner boundary ( x > Xs) at y = 0:
dT	 `7
Ts(x, Y = 0) = 1 w( x) , -q$( x , 0) = its	 (x, 0)
_ (Tw(x)	
T^) 
= Q
	 (12)1(13)b	 Vic
where the coolant and plate thermal resistance is given by
b = 1/he + dm/km
y w
3. Along the entire outer liquid condensate layer 'boundary (x > 0)	 j
at y = YLV(x) ti
TZ(x, Y = YLV(x)) TLV(P) , -ql(x, YLV) = kZ dTt ( x,YLV) _ + p	 LLVY	
_ed
(14),(15)
and the velocity gradient at the interface is approximatedl by
2du t (x Y -) _ +fLV PVUv 	 (16)dY ' LV	 µ Z	 2
.r
,r
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4. The boundary conditions on the phase thicknesses are
YLV(X = 0) = 00 YSL(X = Xs )	 0	 (17a),(17b)
Integrating equation (1), which results in a parabolic velocity
profile, and applying the velocity boundary conditions (equations (8)
and (lf)) gives the following result where there is a solid layer
(X > Xs)
2
u	 =nYSIt_X-+Y	 -Y	 +a	 -Y	 18at (Y)	 V(Y	 SL ) 	c(Y	 SL ) 	( 	 )
where
(Pz	 Pv)g
n	 µ	
-	 (18b)i
and	 k
+f
LV v v
aS 	 PZ - pv g	 2	 (18c)
For x < Xs, where there is no solid layer, equation (18a) simplifies
because YSL = `0.
The heat balance on the LV interface (boundary condition equation
(15)) involves the mass flux condensed across the LV interface,
(m/A) ca, which, by conservation of mass, is equal to the axial change
n
in the condensate flow per unit width of plate, I'
drm	
= - m	 =	 (19)
A)cd A LV dx
h4 n
.,
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For x > Xs:
s s(x) - (YLV(X) - YSL(x)) A = o(x) = YSI ( x)
while for x <X s
S = 6W YLV( x) -' 0 = YSL = 0
By this transformation P becomes a single equation for all x.
(21)
cr
r ^.
i
3	 s2
r = p Zn+ ac 2	 (22a)
IN—
T mass flux condensed across the LV interface, (m/A) cd, is ob-
tained2 by differentiating (22a) according to (19)
=A
	
	 (M)LV
 = d—x = d =
pZn 52 + a.S dx (22b)
ed
Equations (2) and (3) are now integrated with the aid of the tempera
tt,:^ ,e boundary conditions (equations (5), (9), (12) and (14)) and the
new phase thickness variables of equations (21). These operations
result in the following temperature profiles by region:
For x>Xs
TZ _ (TLV Tw(x) )y + Tw (X)	 (23a),-	 g
and for x < Xs,
TI = TSL + ( TLV - TSL ) y
^– —6)
 A\
	(23b)
x
Ts = V x) + ( TSL _ V x))	 (24)	 I
Equations (6) and (23a) and (13) and (24) are now used to determine
ar
T W in terms of the known parameters Therefore for x < Xs
bTLV + k Tca	 ZTV( X) _	 8	 ( 2 ,9a)
+ bkZ	 } ^
.x 2This result is derived more properly from the boundary conditions
x	 of appendix D (equation (56)) although the above intuitive derivation
ais easier here.
uaq
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4	 ?^
°	 and for x > Xs
I	 bTSL + lcs Tc
	
Tw(x)	 Q	 (25b)
+b
r
r
Substitute equation (25b) into (24) to eliminate Tw(x), then substi-
tute that result and (23b) into (11) and obtain a relation by which
the solid thickness can be determined, provided the condensate thick-
ness is known.
A = A(x) = k	 S x	 (TSL _ Tc)	 _ b6 kZ TLZ y-TSL) (26)
The next task is to determine the condensate thickness along the plate
in terms of the known parameters. This is accomplished by substituting
(22b) into (15).
_q (x'YLV ) 
_ kZ 
dTt (x,Y ) = 
(IC),cdm	 PnLS2 + aS db(27)Z	 dy	 LV 	 LLV	 l LV C	 c , dx
Eliminating Tw(x) from (23a) by using (25a), and substituting this
w	 result into equation (27), results in the following differential equa-
tion for the condensate thickness, s, wherever x < Xs.
c
S3 + bs2	 acs & + b	 dS	 (TLV 	 Tc)
kZ	 kZ	 dx	 PZnLLV
(,8a) ff
Substitutiing (23b) into (27) results in the following differential equa-
tion for	 S	 wherever x > QCs.
+ a ^ S2 d
VS
	
( TLV	 TSL)= (Z8b)kZ ax	 PZnLLV
n
These two differential equations must be solved numerically if any of
the parameters of the problem are not constant (e.g., if = b(x)
	 or
Tc = Tc(x)).	 However, in this problem the pressure, coolant temperature
 ,..0-k.._: ss...aar.,.a.^^3i3.a. a+.a_ ...: .rs-...:u"^,. inn-= `.eure.A ^S ^,. F 	 "ue	 ^ax'..rJiis.ie1"sd9Fa$	 _	 .o"e414F	 ..1k.y4'=e	 .. 	 t	 .°F3$
La,,=c"°'^ .^ aa.^=^,'s:$e if,^
lI€
x
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and thermal resistance, b, were assumed constant so that equations
(28) can be integrated. Integrate (28a) from x 0, where 5 = C,
to some x(x < X s ), where 8 = S(x), and use equations (18b) and
(18c)
	
4	 3	 f	 p U2 3	 2	 4 (T - T )xS + b€) +	 LV	 v  S + Fib _ Z LV	 c
	
4kZ 	3(PI - Pv g	 2	 3kZ	 2	 PZ i 'LV ,
	pv g
l:
	 (29a)
Integrate equation (28b) from	 x = Xs , where S = as , to	 x(x > Xs),
'	 where	 s = 8(x)	 and use equations (18b) and (18c).
	(54	
ss ) +	 fLV
	
pvUvv 
(s3	 ss ) 	 4 Z ( TLV - TSL) (X - Ks )
4kZ	(pt 
_ pv,)g 2	 3kt	 PZLLV p2 - pV g
(29b)
The condensate thickness where freezing starts, S s , is determined by
solving equation (25a) at x = Xs where Tw(x) = TSL and S = Ss.
bkZ (TLV ' TSL)
TSL Tc
Notice that Ss
 depends only upon the known parameters of the problem
and is a constant. The position
mined by evaluating (29a) at x
`f
	
ss bss	 _f LV	 PvUv
Xs - 4 Z + 3 + _ pl - pv g
where freezing starts, XS, is deter-
Xs where S ss•
3
b + 5s  PZLLV(pZ PV )g
3kZ	 2 µt (TLV Tc)
11,
J10
N
f
1,8
quantities 5(x) ,©(x) , Tw(x) and (Q/A) c(x) are determined from (29b),
(26) 0
 (25b) and (13). These solutions,, which were obtained numerically,
are plotted on figure 2.2a to 2.2g to indicate the effect of the sys-
tern parameters for a water system. Figure 2.2a contains the nominal
case from which one parameter is varied for each subsequent part of
figure 2.2. From figures 2.2a, d, f, b and e it is clear that an
increase in pressure, coolant temperature and/or coolant and plate
thermal resistance, b, reduces the condensate thickness only slightly,
However, this slight change greatly reduces the solid thickness and
the possibility of having a solid on a given plate. According to
equation (31) the body force term, g, has a major effect on X s so
that as g -►
 0 (i.e., the plate becomes more nearly horizontal) a
solid can form more readily. Figure 2.2g indicates that an increase
in the vapor velocity, up to the limit of 100 ft/sec, decreases the
solid thickness only slightly. The vapor drag term would become
important as g -►
 0. Figure 2.2c ndixates that a decrease in 'the
thermal conductivity of the solid (i.e,, a change from ice to frost)
decreases the solid thic^°:mess. The heat flux in all cases of figure
2.2 is of the order of 1.05 Btu`ft2 hr, which is above the "burnout
flux" for many coolants (e.g., about 6X104
 Btu/ft2
 hr for liquid
nitrogen (reference (61). Therefore, the coolant in all the cases
of figure 2.2 would have been limited to a film boiling coolant and
	
s
b would be no less than b 0.01 ft 2hr OR/Btu if the example of fig-
ure 2.2 had been a real situation.
2.2.3 LOCUS OF FREEZING;
The point x =,Xs is where freezing initiates. Locus of freezing
curves are generated from equations (30) and (31) by eliminating 5s
19
from these equations and neglecting vapor drag (Uv 0),
1/4
b 
ge	 b ge	 F(P^T) = 1 
( TLV - TC)
X	 X	
'
Z TTLV - TST')
X
4kµ
P 
1TLV- - Tc)
g 	
4 (TLV -  TC )	 1	 (32)
PVILLV(PI 
—7 e ) ( 3 (TLV TSL
where g/g, = (go/gc ) sin 9.
These locus curves indicate the combination of parameters (e.g., P.
Tc , and b) for incipient freezing at a given x 1 (x l a X.). Loc-aa
of freezing curves are plotted on figure 2-3a for a pure water system.
If the assigned values for b, x 1 and (TLV(P) - TC ) lie above the
locus curve fora given pressure then no solid occurs for x < x'.
K.	 For a liquid nitrogen coolant ) where there is film boiling (b -Z C.01)
because of the high heat flux, and a pressure of P = 14.7 psia, there
will be no freezing at x f = I ft on a vertical cold plate (point A on
figure 2.3a). A considerable reduction in pressureo or a reorientation
of the plate toward the horizontal (i.e., cp -+ 0), would move point A
downward such that freezing could occur. In the previous discussion it
has been demonstrated that large heat fluxes occur in three phase sys-
tems, on a vertical plate, which causes film boiling in the coolant (i.e.,
a large b). Because b is large it is unlikely that a solid will form
on a short vertical plate from a pure vaporo no matter how cold the
coolant, unless the pressure is very low. This is especially true for
a liquid metal where, according to figure 2.3b for a pure potassium
vapor ., only impractically small thermal resistances ) b, will allow a
solid layer to form. Details of the numerical programs can be found
in appendix C.
f.
^_ w W,
4 1
120
l
a(
: G 2.3 EFFECT OF NON-CONDENSABLE GAS
f If a small quantity of non-condensable gas (e.g., air) is present
3i in the vapor (e.g., steam) then the air would concentrate at the 	 LV
3E
interface because of the slow diffusion of air back into the bulk vapor.
'
The air concentration would lower the partial pressure of the water
,.
vapor (Pi < P) at the	 LV	 interface thereby lowering the	 LV	 inter-
face temperature, Ti(Pi), below saturation ] TLy.	 This decreases the
driving temperature difference across the condensate layer ) (Ti - T
	 	 Y	 , ( 
	 w),
and effectively increases the insulating ability of the condensate
sayer.	 Reference (7) has analyzed the effect of a non-condensable
gas (air) on condensing of a vapor (water) upon a constant temperature
vertical cold plate(' 	 const).	 The results of this analysis for
air in steam can be adapted to this analysis to determine 	 Ti .	 The
wall of reference [7] is essentially replaced here by a solid layer
where	 Tw = TSL = const.
	
With	 Ti	knowno as a function of the total.
pressure, P) and the air mass fraction, W, the effect of 	 W upon	 TW,
00 fi, Ss	 and Xs	 can be determined by replacing	 TLV by	 Ti	 In
7eequations (25),	 (26), (29),	 (30) and (31), :>.spectively.	 Using the. 
curves, that can be found in reference [7], values of	 Ti	are deter-
mined for	 W = 0, 0.01 and 0.05 and	 P = 1.7	 and 14.7 psis, and are
listed in table 2.1.
	
With these values of	 Ti	the phase thicknesses
¢	 shown in figure 2.4 are obtained. Clearly a small fraction of non-
I
'	 condensable gas greatly increases the solid thickness and the chance
of having a solid layer at a_given position x'. Figure 2.5 gives the
locus of freezing curves for a water system with air for the cases
shown in table 2.1. This,figure indicates that .1 and 5% air fractions
_.,	 . . t;45xS	 ev_it...rwln Gxss^.tl'Oltznsmm,'_^.'mxs.::_'a)  	 V._ .`
4.
.,
d..
.. n
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will permit a solid layer with almost an order of magnitude increase
in b compared to the pure vapor case.
Table 2.1
Table of Values of Ti from Reference [7]
Total W x 0 W	 0.01 W= 0.05
pressure
14.7 psia Ti = TLV = 2120 F Ti	 92.50 F 65.50 F
1.7psia Ti =TLV =120.10 F Ti = 44.0o F 38.50E
2.4 EF ECT OF LIQUID METAL INTERFACIAL RESISTANCE
Should the fluid be a liquid metal thenp according to refer-
ence [8], an additional resistance at the LV interface can ocour
by the "Schrage effect" interfacial resistance in addition to that
caused by a non-condensable gas. This interface resistance also
lowers the LV interface temperaturep Ti, below TLV. The analytical
treatment of such a situation is much the same as for the non-
condensable gas. From reference [8] the LV Inter-face heat transfer
coefficient, Pp and the interfacial temperature, T,  are given by
1/2	
Z.. a P
	
Ru	 _	 Q (33)
vLLV M 2nTI,V	 TLV Ti)H
li
Et
fl
3. r n
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b (TSL - Tc)
ATLV
 - Ti
Replace TLV by Ti in equation (32) and substitute (35) into (32) to
eliminate b. The resulting e!^;taaton (36) can be solved for T i by
iteration.
1 ( Ti - Tc ) - 
l 4k
1 1Y Ti - Tc) 1/4 4 (T, - d	 -1^4- 1
kZ Ti TSL
	 VILLVOI pv gc	 3 Ti TSL 3
_1^4
	
( TSL - Tc) /90	 (36)
TLV - T1 x^
After solving equation (36) for Ti equation (35) can be solved for b.
Figure 2.6 is the locus of freezing curve for potassium for
((g/gc)/Xo) = l and two pressures (P = 1.0 and 14.7 psia)o where the
condensation coefficients up is variedd over a large range down to 0.001.
Clearly the interfacial resistance, that always appears to be significant
in condensing liquid metal heat transfer, can greatly increase the olil
thickness and the chance of h4ving a solid layer at a given position
when compared to the pure vapor case. The major difficulty with this
analysis is that it depends heavily upon knowing the condensation coeffi-
cient for any qualitative results. Unfortunately o can vary greatly
and cannot be determined in advance of testing the apparatus designed.
2.5 SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENT
I
f
a
f
(35)
The 'vertical cold plane experiment is briefly described here•
Details of the apparatus, instrumentation and results are found its
appendix B. The vertical cold plate experimental apparatus co^rtsist$
of a liquid nitrogen cooled vertical cold plate inclosed by a 6 in.
dia. glass pipe ( see figure 2.7). Steam flows downward through this
I:
I.
I.
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pipe (the test chamber annulus), with some condensing and freezing on
the cold plate, while the remainder is exhausted at the bottom.
By far thL most interesting information gained from, this apparatuF,
are results related to the presence of non-condensable gas (air) in the
vapor. Since no instrumentation was available to measure the air
fraction the data reported is qualitative and descriptive. It was
observed that:
I. The physical model described by figure 2.1. with a thin solid
layer and a condensate layer flowing over it, occurs when the air
fraction is low.
2. When the air fraction is somewhat higher the solid formed is
the frost and ice composite (about 1/2 Ine thick) shown scheratJcally
in figure 2.8. The frost and ice composite solid is a laminate ccm-
posed locally of alternate layers of frost and thin sheets of ice.
The Ice sheets and dendritic frost crystals (hairlike crystals normal
to the ice sheets) are bonded together. Their formation was easily
controlled by small changes in the total pressure (i.e., raise the
pressure a little and the frost melts, and freezes at the surface,
resulting in a sheet of ice; lower it and frost results). It may be
possible to tailor a laminated composite metal structure of relatively
high strength/weight and low conductance, or one of controlled porogity,
by solidification of a metal vapor in the presence of some non-
condensable gas.
3. Further increases in the air fraction resulted in a solid
structure composed wholly of frost.
* # n
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Chapter 3
TRANSIENT CONDENSING AND FREEZING OF A PURE VAPOR ONTO AN
INFINITE HORIZONTAL PLATE OF 10 THERMAL CAPACITY
AND DISCUSSION • OF ANALYTICAL METHODS
3.1 INTRODUCTION
Simultaneous condensing and freezing of a vapor onto an initially
dry very cold infinite horizontal plate is studied in this chapter by
analysis and experiment. The primary objective of the analysis is to
determine the requirements to have a solid layer and to determine phase
growth rates, temperatures and heat flux as a function of the system
parameters. The second objective of the analysis is to irtee'l .^gate
various accepted methods of analysis for phase change problv "'i in or, der	 V3
to determine their ease of application and accuracy in this problem.
An experiment was performed to verify the analytical model and its
results .
3.2 ANALYSIS
Consider an infinite horizontal pla .,Ue( figure, 31) of finite thermal
t	
,
resistance but no thermal capacity (e.g., a thin metal plate a short
time after the start of the trr::ient) 'in contact with a very cold
coolant of finite thermal resistance. A vapor suddenly comes in con-
F
tact with the cold p late and the vapor starts to condense, building up 	 r
a layer of condensate liquid, while the pressure remains constant. As
the insulating condensate layer grows the wall temperature, Tw(t)
^s
24
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(temperature of the top of the cold plate), drops. 	 When the wall tem-
perature falls to the freezing temperature, TSL, a solid layer begins
k
to grow on the plate, from the condensate layer. 	 Therefore, before the
start of freezing (at 	 t = ts ) there is a growing condensate layer
(2 phases), whereas after the start of freezing (t > ts) there are
i;
growing condensate and solid layers (3 phases).
Should the plate and coolant thermal resistances be zero (i.e.,
(d^/km ) ^: +' '(l/hc) = b = 0) then the wall temperature is constant
(Tw = Tc = constant). 	 In this case both the solid and liquid phases
start to grow at the same time.	 This case has an exact solution
whereas the case where	 b # 0	 must be solved by approximate methods.
The method used to obtain solutions for the 	 b / 0	 case is the Karman
Pohlhausen method with a linear temperature profile. 	 The difficulties
discussed later inwith other approximate analytical methods is 	 sec-
rM
	
	
3.2.3. The differential equations for the exact and approximate
solutions are derived first, then each solution is taken up separately,.
3.2.1 DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
The differential equation for each phase, for the coordinate sys-
tem fixed to the top of the cold. plate .(see .figures 3.1 and 3.2), is
of the form
	
a.^aT	 a2^. aq (1)
	
Pica at + v^ y
	
kJ 2
	 Y
,ay
where j stands for a particular phase (i.e., solid,, liquid or vapor). a
Equation (1) was obtained by assuming that this problem is one dimen-
sional and that the flow is laminar with constant properties. The
f
phase velocities, vp with respect to the fixed coordinate system 'are
i
t
.
.` *I
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greater than zero in the liquid and vapor phases, because the phase
densities are different (i.e., pv # pZ ^, pe). Reference [9] has con-
sidered a similar problem to the one considered here except for the
important difference that the phase densities were assumed to be the
same so that vi = 0. The phase velocities, vj, are considered next.
From continuity these velocities are constant in a given phase (i.e.,
t' vj # vj(y)). Consider a flexible control volume whose lower bound is
fixed at the impermeable plate (i.e., y = 0) and whose upper limit,
y'(t), moves in the phase considered such that there is no mass trans-
ferred across it. Since there is no mass transfer across these bounds
i	 then the muss in the control volume is constant. Therefore, for a
i y 1 (t) remaining in the condensate layero conservation of mass requires.
d	 YSL(t)p^ ay
fyVS-L(O
y (t> 
pZ dy 
_ o
	 (2)
^	 dt
0 
REvaluate each integral separately by Liebnitz rule [10], assume ps
ona pZ are constant, and use the fact that no mass transits y1(t)
in the liquid so that dy'i,(t) /dt. = vZ . After evaluating equation (2)
and solving for vt i
8dYSL
vZ - P - l
at	 (^)
z
In other words the thickness solidified per unit time is dYSLi which
,i
. c n
x
J0`
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The solid is fixed to the wall so that in this coordinate system the
solid velocity is zero
VS
	0	 (5)
If the phase densities were equal then, according to (3) and (4) 0 all
phase velocities would be zero (i.e., vv = v'j = vs = 0). Equations (1),
(3), (4) and (5) are used in the subsequent formulation for the con-
start temperature wall case (exact solution) and in the case where the
wall temperature is not constant. The former is considered first.
3.2.2 CONSTANT WALL TEMPERATURE CASE ( EXACT SOLUTION)
When the wall temperature is constant the phases start to grow at
the same time. This case is described by figure 3.2. Using equations
(1), (3), (4) and (5) the differential equations for the phases arec
Solid
w 62e 6e
as-^ --_ O (6)
: ay
e.
Liquid
2
a eZ (Ps •- P Z ) dYSL ae 6ei ,F
aZ • +
a 
2
y PZ
.^
dt
- -
Y -St	
0 (,7 )
v-a =
y aZe {Ps - pZ ) dYSL 	(PZ - Pv) dYLV aev 69v _
av 2^ + Pv dt	 + pv	 d cry -t
0
'ay c
where the following definition hasbeen used
e^Tj -Tc (9)
The boundary conditions for this problem are given below. W
E
t
_
_,
	 01-11
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Initially vapor is in contact with ;,% dry plate so that at t =04-0
y(y, t = 0) = T., or 8,(y, 0) = evto, YSL(t 0) a 0, YLV(0) = 0
(10),(11),(12)
Thereafter the phases grow while the phase interfaces remain saturated.
Fox, t > 0;
Fax out in the vapor, y =
Tv(y co p t)	 Tv, or Gv( oo , t) = OV.0	 (1 )
At the wall, y = 0
Ts(y = 0, t) = Tc , or es(o,t) = 0	 (14)
Along the solid-liquid .interface, y = YSL(t)
TS(y =, Y SLp t) = TZ(YSL1 t) = TSL(P) or es( YSLv t) a 81(YSL, t) = eSL(P)
(15a),(15b)
Along the liquid-vapor interface, y = YLV(t)
TZ( y = YLV, t) = Tv(YLV't) = TLV(P)' or eZ(YLVp t) = ev(YLVp t) ehV(P)
(16a),(16b)
The heat balance boundary conditions are derived next. The heat balance
boundary condition for the SL interface (relative to the moving SL
ti (45 ) fa =nd x D)
A
t
ME
interface) is obtained fro g" appendix D (eq	 n	 auQ	 o	 o pp	 •
At	 y = YSL(t)
Y	 t	 +	 Y	 t ` =
"qs( SLR )	 4Z( SLR ) k	
6T	
( Y	 , t)s ^ SL
aT 
Z (Y- k	 SLp t)Z 3 -	
m	 LSL(')AY . SL
_ 
^^^
-
+ A
	
L6LW (17)
f r
while at the moving	 LV interface, y = YSL(t),
Y	 t	 + q (Y	 , t) =qZ(	 )	 LVLV^	 v k;	 ^^ (Y	 p t)LV -	 V(YLVf t)kv dy
1
-	
m	 (p)A	 LL,LV
;^
+ m	 L	 1P\A)r
1S
(	 )
rd
:
^^.^n.r
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In words, equation (18) says that the heat transferred into the liquid
is equal to the heat transferred from the vapor plus the heat generated
by the mass transferred into the liquid (dondensed). The mass
flux transferred across the SL interface, with respect to the moving
SL interface, must be transformed to the faxed coordinate system for
which the differential equations apply (i.e., ,put (m/A)SL in terms of
YSL(t)). A mass balance on the solid layer results in
dYSL(t)
	 rm_
at	 ps dy	 ( A)	 (19 )
0	 \ SL
But Ps = constant so that equation (19) becomes
(
= - ps 
dYSL	
(20)
XM)SL dt
Performing a similar mass balance upon the condensate layer, where the
net mass flux into the condensate layer is (m/A)LV + (m/A) SL and
PZ = constant, results in the following equation for (m/A)LV
I P't	
m	
= - p 
dYLV	 (p2 - cs) dYS11	 (21)kA,LV 	 l dt	 pZ	 dt ..
Equation (21) transforms (m/A) LV to the fixed coordinate system vari-
ables. The required energy balance boundary conditions are now written
down in terms of 9, in the fixed coordinate system. From equations
(9) 0 (17) and (20) the energy boundary condition for y = YSL(t) is
P
i
^I
I
t;
R
'J 0
i
kZ 3y (Y]
Equations
equations
According
- de V(Y
	
= A
	
_dY  , ^
dY 
	 ( "^)
^V^ t	 v 77LV^
t 	
+L}	 t LV dt
	
dt	 AZ
(20) to (23) are derived in more detail in appendix D (see
(54) and (55) in appendix D).
to reference (3) the solutions to the differential equations (6)
to (8) would be of the fora;
Solid
es(Y)t) = A + B erf	 1 2	 (24)2(ast)
Liquid
Y (A _ A) ^ 1/2
eZ(y,t)	 v+ D erf	 Sl 2+ ^ 	1 2 1 as	 (25)r	 2(M t)	 2(a t)
t	 ^	 i
, Jq	 vapor
N	 1/2
_
E + F erfc	 + YLV( pt Av
r
ev(Y, t
	 1 2
2(mvt)	 2(agt)1 2Av °V
YSL (As ` AZ)as 1/2
	
2 (
 t
)1/2p 	 (26)
s	 v (
Following the analysis of reference (3] two arbitrary constants, Ts
and NZ are introduced that satisfy
YSLN 	 2?^S ( ast)1/2 	 (27)
and
.	 r
YLV(t)'	 Z^z(att.) /z	 (28)
The temperature boundary conditions (equations (13) to (16)) are used
to evaluate the constants A to F. and equations (27) and (28) are
Zr used to eliminateYSL and XLV. After performing these indicated
r^	
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The arbitrary constants Ts and TZ are now determined by using the
heat balance boundary conditions (equations (22) and (23)). Differ-
entiating 6quation (28) to (30) with respect to yj substituting these
into (22) and (23) and simplifying, results in two equations that can
be solved simultaneously for the roots As and ?q:
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Due to the complexity - of equations (32a) and ( 32b) • they must be solved
numerically for the roots'As and NZ. With these values of As and
Al determined, as a function of the problem parameters (P and
the phase growth rates and temperatures can be determined from equa-
tions (27) to (31). The heat flux to the coolant is determined from
equation (28) according to
NZ + As 
(Ps 	PI) s
Pt	 at
33
Y n
®Q ( t)
	
_ ks C*s (4,
	
x
t)	 9 L	 1kA c
	
"67(roast )1/2, erf Xs
(33)
The numerical determination of A. and A Z from equations (32a) and
(32b) is complicated by the numerous numerical discontinuities in the
region of the roots, ^s and fi\ Z ; so that a very close initial guess of
Ns and 7%Z is needed for convergence to physically meaningful roots.
Fortunately one of equations (32) can be replaced by a simple approxi.
mate equation to avoid these difficulties. According to equations (27)
and (28) the ratio of YLV /YSL is a constant for all time for a given
case.
YLV(t) _ ^Zt1/2 _
	 4a
*"
	 (^S)
constantYSL 	 3 )
s
At very large time a nearly steady state situation is attained where
the heat flux is approximately the same in each layer.
N kZ(TLV TSL)	 kt(TSL Tc)q a
	
_	 (34b)
	
YLV t	 YSL t- -	 Y5L t	
.
Solving forYLV/YSL results in
Y ^ t	 kz (TLV - TSL)Z l 1^- )	 l +	 (34c)
YSZ^M 	ks(, SL Tc) 	 Ts acs
Equation (34c) gives an approximate relationship between {As and aj
that can be used instead of one of the root equations (prefereably
(32a) 3), thereby greatly simplifying the calculation for Ns and NZ.
Values of Ts and NZ were numerically determined by iteration  of
equations (32b) and (34c) and also (32a) and (32b). For the ease of a
}
i
r
3The solution of equations (,34c) and (32b) for
	
and Z is the
most desirable eince this combination allows the special cases of two and
one phase one dimensional problems to be solved by sim plification of the
1.	 three phase problem.
,:` 	 4For details of the numerical programs refer to appendix C.
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water system at P = 14.7 psia, saturated vapor (Tye _ 'fLy), and
Tc = 1400 R it is found that YLV/YSL = 1.18 and that N o and '^j
are the same, using either (34c) or (32a) and (32b) (Xs n 0.227 and
A^	 0.770) .
These values of Ns and At are used in equations (27) to (31)
and (33) to obtain YSL(t) , YLV(t) ., ej(y) t) and (Q/A) e(t) respectively
for the case considered above. The phase growth histories are plotted
on figure 3.4 as points. Heat transfer to the coolant and wall temper-
ature are found on figure 3.5 as points. A significantly superheated
vapor, where
	 P = 14.7 psia, Tc = 1400 R and	 TV. = 8000 R
((TW TLV)/TLV = 0.2) is also considered to determine its effect.
Figure 3.3 is a plot of the temperature profiles, 81(yot), for this
superheated case. This figure indicates that the temperature profiles
across the solid and liquid layers are essentially linear. Table 3.1
contains a comparison of YLV(t) for the superheated and saturated
vapor cases. The effect of even a considerable amount of vapor super-
heating is apparently small..
3.2.3 DISCUSSION OF ANALYTICAL ME',L'HODS FOR THE NON-CONSTANT WALL
TEMPERATURE CASE
In the case considered in the next scetion the plate and coolant
have a finite thermal resistance so that the gall temperature, Tw, is
not constant. Because of the variable wall temperature some approxi-
mate method of solution is necessary. A number of methods of solution
are examined in order to-determine their ease of application and accur-
acy for this three phase problem. This in'Ormation will be useful in
selecting the most practical method for this problem and more compli-
I. t M
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cated three phase problems. The approximate methods discussed
arcs
A. Karman - Pohlhausen Method With a Linear Temperature ?rofile
B. "Stefan Assumption Method"
C. "Interface Method"
D. Integral Equation Method - Solution by Successive Substitutions
E. Direct Numerical Solution
Integral methods (methods A and D) satisfy the differential equa-
tions (1), on the average, over the phase volume. The general method
of attack for these methods is to integrate the differential equations
over the appropriate phase volumes and apply the boundary conditions,
thereby resulting in an integro-differential equation. In method A
this equation for the phase growth rate is solved by making a reasonable
assumption of the temperature profiles across the phase layers. In
references (1) and [4] it was shown that linear temperature profiles,
I,	 that satisfy the boundary conditions, can be used successfully in phase
change problems where the phase layer is thin. The integro-differential
equation could also be integrated again, resulting in an integral equa-
tion (method D), which is then solved by successive substitutions (see
ref. [4]). In a successive substitution solution of an integral equation
an initial guess of a temperature profile is improved by successively
substituting it, then each improved temperature profile, back into the i
integral equation until there is little change in the profile (i.e.,
result converged) Act,:ording to Davis (ref. [111) an exact solution is
possible ) given enough iterations.
A very useful approximate method (method H) that has been used by
Nusselt (ref. [51) and Stefan (ref. [121) in phase change problems,
w
#.
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involves neglecting all terms of the energy equation for a phase except
for the ^2Tjpy2
 term, so that a linear temperature profile solution
results. We shall call this method of analysis the "Stefan assumption"
method. The linear temperature profiles are then used to evaluate the
boundary conditions, which are solved for the phase growth rates.
Another method (method C), described in references [3], [4] and
p [13], involves writing and evaluating the total differential of the
constant temperature at a phase interface.
	 This differential is zero
there (dT12
 = 0) so that by the chain rule a relation between the time
rate of change and temperature gradient is obtained.
	 This relation is
solved for the phase growth rates, where the time derivative is elimi-
nated by using the appropriate differential equation, from equations (l).
Temperature profiles of higher order than .linear are ,then used to obtain
E a relationship for the phase growth rates.
	 Method C (reference [4] called
this method the "interface method") satisfies the differential equations
at the phase interface rather than on an average over the phase volume.
The accuracy of methods A. C and D was compared by Siegel [4] in a
one dimensional freezing problem which had no exact solution.	 He found
that the assumed temperature profile solution methods he studied gave
nearly the same result as the most accurate method ( successive substi-
tutions for an integral equation solution). He observed that a linear
temperature solution was very nearly correct.
All of the analytical methods listed above were derived for this
three phase problem; however, only the results of the most practical
i
method are reported. According to reference [13] the relative accuracy
f
of methods A and C depends upon how closely the actual and assumed tem-
perature profiles agree throughout the transient. The temperature
i
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profiles are essentially linear, therefore, methods A and B should give
good results. Method C is certainly far more complex than either
method A or B since it requires the solution of two very ;long simul-
taneous ordinary differential equations of first order and third 	 `
degree. The integral equation method (method D) will give an exact
solution, given enough iterations. Unfortunately this method is ex-
tremely complicated for this three phase problem. It was found that
four very complex simultaneous non-linear integral equations are re-
quired for after the start of freezing and two such equations for
before the start of freezing. Method E involves the direct numerical
solution of the partial differential equations of this problem
(equations (1)). It, is certainly possible to write these equations
in finite difference form and solve them on a computer; however, the
moving phase boundaries of this problem greatly complicate this
problem, so that this method was not considered further. In fact,
the purpose of the approximate methods is to reduce the complexity
of these equations so that they may be solveu numerically with some
s
efficiency. The interested reader is referred to reference (14) who
j
discusses exip ting finite difference techniques, and offers improve-
ments, for solving one dimensional freezing problems with moving phase
ei
boundaries._
In summary the most practical approximate inethod for this study
appears to be the Furman . - Pohlhausen method with a linear temperature
profile (method A) It is only slightly more complicated than the
"Stefan assumption" method and, as will be shown, it is more accurate.
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A goc.d check on the accuracy of method A can be obtained by comparing
s^
the exact solution results to method A results when b 0. Method A
is therefore used in the next section where b > 0.
3.2.4 CASE WHERE THE WALL TEMPERATURE IS NOT CONSTANT
In the case considered. in this section an infinite horizontal
plate, of no thermal capacity in contact with a cold coolant (at
F'
Tc = constant), suddenly comes in contact with a vapor (see fig. 3.1).
The vapor condens, and a layer of liquid starts to grow on the plate.
Tr.e plate and coolant are of finite thermal resistance so that the
wall temperature is not constant. As the insulating condensate layer
grows the wall temperature drops until it falls to the freezing tem-
Thereafter a solid layer grows from the liquid.peratu e, TSL. 
Therefore, before the start of freezing, at t = t s , there is a
growing condensate la y
	whereas after the tart f 	 >
	 	
yer,
	 s	 o freezing. (t ts)
there are growing condensate and solid layers (three phases). For
simplicity it isassumed that the plate and coolant thermal resistances
are constant, the pressure is constant, and that the vapor is saturated
(according to the exact solution this latter assumption should cause
little error). Otherwise the assumptions are the same as for the exact
soluticn. The Karman-Pohlhausen method is used to obtain an approxi-
kr 39
Liquid
2!1	 (Ps -
	
PI) dYSLN C)TZ	 62TZ	 (36)_ aqt
pZC Z at	 P	 dt a = kt
-2
	 y
	Z 	 y	 a^
^Y
where the vapor differential equat ion is satisfied by the assumption
i that the vapor is saturated ( Tv = TLV(P))•
	
rn	 The differential equation for before the start of freezing (t < ts) is
Liquid
aT	 a2T
pZct at 
kZ 2 =	
(37)
	
ry	
y
where again the vapor is assumed saturated' (Tv = TLV(P)).
Boundary conditions are given below. 	 j
Initially a saturated vapor is in contact with a dry plate so that at
t = 0
YLV(0)	 0, Tv(0) = TLV( P)	 ( 38) , { 39
Before the start of freezing, a growing condensate layer is on the plate.
For
t > t> 0:s—
aT 	 (T ( t)	 Tc)
TI(o,t) t: Tw( t), -gz(0 , t) = kZ izy
 
(o,t) = w b	 _ A ^(t)
(40).9(41)
y - YLV O :
	aT 	 dY
	
^ u	 Z	 LV
TZ(YLV't) _ TT P) -gZ(YLV' t) kZ	 't)ay (YLV	 - PtLL'T ` dt	 F
	
^Y(42), (4'3)	 f
r
At the inception of freezing the wall temperature is at the freezing
temperature and there is no solid layer.. Therefore at
t = ts'
SL s	 w s
	
SL	 LV s	 LVS
r
• l n
1c n
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After the start of freezing there are three phases so that for
t > is :
y - 0:
aTs	 Tw( tITs(Opt) = Tw(t) , -q	 - T^) Qs(0) t ) = ks - ( o, t) = 
	
{^
'6y	 c
(47),(43)
y YSL( t) :
Ts(YSL) t) = TZ ( YSL^ t ) = TSL( P) ^ -gs (YSLP t ) + gZ(YSL)t)
ks 
6Ts 
(YSLlt) - k 6TI (YSLa t) = +PSLLS 
dYSL 	 (49)1(50).1(51.)
6y	
Z ay	 dt
y = YLV(t)
aT
TZ ( YLV, t)	 TLV(P) j -g t (YLV., t) = kZ	 Z ( YLV, t)ay
L	
dY
LV
 _ (PI Ps) dYSL
PZ LV
	 dt	 PZ	 dt	 (52)9(53)
Equations (35) and (36) are integrated over their respective phase
layers and Liebnitz rule is used to move the time derivative outside of
'K
the integral. Then after writing the equations in the form of (Ts '-PS-L)
and ( TI - TLV), respectively, the following equations result:
Before freezing
YLV(t)	 t
P c df ( T - T ) dy =-q(Y,t) + q (O, ,t)	 (54)t t
	
l LV	 tLV	 Z
. t n
Y
PzcI	
LV( t) (Tj - TLV)dy - Ps c j (TLV - TSL) 
dY 
13L
dt	 dt
SL(t)
-qZ(YLV)t) + qZ ( YSL) t) 	 (56)
The heat transfer with change of phase literature (e.g., refs. [1)
and [4]) and figure .3.3 indicate that linear temperature profiles are
good approximations for this problem. Therefore ) the following linear
temperature profiles are chosen, which satisfy the temperature boundary
conditions (eqs. (40). (42) ) (47) ) (49), (50) and (52)):
Before freezing
(TZ 	TLV) a ( TLV - Tw(t)) (57)
(Y- kv-L V
After freezing
v
(T	
(y	 SL'
Z TLV ) 	 (TLV - TSL) (Y 
LV Y SL)
and
(T - T	 (so)
rrlI^ , 	 SLs	 SL) ' TSL - TW(W	 1)
Equations (41) and (48) are used with (57) and (59) to determine the
wall temperature ) 0 .TW(
Before freezing
Tw( t)	 bTLV	 b +T
	YLV
V
k —I C)	 7k -I)
S.,Il ter
, 
freezing
YSL
L
YS	 (1Tw( t)	 bTSL + k T c	 k	 6 )-—S) s)
Equations (60) and (61) are substituted into (57) and (59) to eliminate
Tw(t). Then the resulting three temperature profiles, along with boundary
42
a^
conditions (41), (43), (51) and (53), are substituted into the integro-
differential equations (eqs. (54) to (56)) in order to evaluate them.
After performing the required integrations and simplifications the
desired differential equations are obtained. The step by step details
^ r
leading to the before freezing solution are listed below.
LV	
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dYL-V	 (TLV - Tc)	 P	 YIIV( t)PZL LV Ft
	
C d
	
I a—tf	 (T., - TLV)dy
Y
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dP, C I 
Ut 
YLV(t)f	 (TLV - TW( t))	 dy0
2
-PIC, (TLV - Tc) d	 Y LV
2	 dt Vkj + YLV
(TLV Tc )	 k b
	
4- dY
I	 LV
-P C
I I	 kI b + YLV	 dt'
( TLV TC 	 k1b 
2	 (TLV Tc)
-PIC,	 ZLLV d8
2	 (kzb + 6) Idtd6 P	 dt	 b + k
tj
where before freezing:
5( t)	 YLV(t)
and
cj(TLV Tc)
S3
LLV
The following differential equation finally results for t < is
.3 S3 (kjb)2 d5 kZ (TLV Tc)+	 + (62)(2	 7 7bkZ 5-) dt P I LL"T
Equation (62) can be integrated by limiting the initial conditions to
an initially dry plate (eq. (38)) where Y, 0)	 0.
m
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Before freezing
	t _	
pZLL`V	 S^ + 1 (bkz + S S - S^(kb)2 In 
Z+ 
S(6^)kZ TLV Te 2 	 2	 2	 Z	 hk
The differential equations for after the start of freezing are Simi-
liarly obtained.
After freezing
2
p L Sl + 1 - Sl ksb
	
^ ^ - kZ (TLV TSL ) + (T SL - Te)	 (64)
	
s SL 2
	 2 ksb + A dt
	 S	 b+
,.	 ks
and
S2	 dSAs	 kZ(TLV - TSL)
P ZLLV 2 + dt + p, (S2 + l) dt =	 s
where after freezing;
S = S(t) = (YLV(t) - YSL(t)) , 6'
 = AN	 YSL(t) , Sl 
C S ( . TSL - l'o )
LSL
and
8 = et(TLV
2	
TSL)
LLV
Substitute equation (64) into (65) to eliminate dA/dt in equation (65)
ks ( TSL - Tc) _ kZ ( TLV - "SL)
S	 bk + 4	 8	 k• (T rp L
	
2 + 1 d8 L+ LV (S + 1)
	
s	 =	 L'J SL)	 b
	Z L 2	 dt LSL 2	 S	 S	 k b	 5ll+1 - 1	 s
(-2 	 2 , kb
(66)
(65)
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if
tie 
is 
and a P- 5s o The condensate thickness when freezing starts,
N58 , Is determined from equation (60), with Th WI ts )	 TST,(P), -so .bat
his is given by
bkZ(TLV - TSL)5s = 5(t67)
s) = YLV(ts)	 (TSL 7{
Equation (67) is also used to determine the conditions required for
freezing to occur on an infinite horizontal cold plate where there is
no flow along the plate (i.e., u = 0). In order to have freezing 5s
must be positive, which says that freezing will occur whenever the
coolant io colder than the freezing temperature of the vapor (i.e.,
Tc < TSL)' Of course, even meeting this requirement, it may take a
long time before the condensate is thick enough for freezing to occur
(i•e•, 5(t) > 5s).
Equations (63), (64) ) (66) and (67) are solved numericalIY 5 for
5(t) and A(t) by a standard 4th order Runge - Kutta iteration. With
these values known, equations (60) and (61), and equations (41) and (48)
are solved for Tw(t) and (Q/A) C(t), respectively. The results of these
calculations are found on figures 3.4 and 3.5, as solid curves, for
various values of b, where P = 14.7 psis, Tc = 140° R and the fluid
is water.
Figures 3.4 and 3.5 show that as b decreases the phase growth
history approaches that for the exact solution and T,(t) approaches
the constant temperature Tc. It can also be seen that the growth of
the solid layer is rapid soon after b e4ceeds t.. At large time
TimI e Phase depth, YLVO in
min
Exact solution Karman -Pohlhausen "Stefan
method with linear assumption"I
Saturated Superheated temperature 'profile method with
vapor vapor and	 b	 0 b -- 0
0.06 0.0455 0.0444 0-0448 0.0195
.3
.6
.1016
.1437
.0994
.1407
,► 1002
.1418
.1102
.1558
3.0 .3214 .3142 .3171 .3486
6.0 .4545 .4444 .4484 .4929
30.0 1.016 .9937 1.004 1.106
60.0 1.437 1.405 1.420 1.561
* # n
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when the phase layers are thick the growth histories for all values
of b approach the exact solution, because the phase resistances
have'become the controlling resistances. From figures 3.4 and ?,.5
and table 3.1 it can be seen that the Karman - Pohlhausen solution
for b Z 0, where the wall temperature is constant, is within J% of
the exact solution results.
Table 3.l
Calculation of YLV(t) by Various Methods
PIS
	 For the Case Where 11, = constant
3.2.5 SPECIAL CASES
There are many special cases of the two problems considered in
this chapter. The exact solution can specialize to a good many of the
one dimensional heat transfer problems in reference (3). The approx.-
imate solution differentia,",L equations (eqs. (62), (64) and (66)) can
handle melting of a thin slab of ice by its vapor provided the initial
conditions are changed as required and e quation (62) is used instead
of (63). The "Stefan assumption" method discussed before is a special
case of the Karman Pohlhauson solution and is obtained from equations
0
* 4 n
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(63) 0 (64) and (66) by setting $1 a 62
 
a $ 3 K 0. According to
table 3,1 the accuracy of this method is not nearly as gooa as the
Karman - Pohlhausen solution.
3.3 SUMUM OF EXPERIMENT
An apparatus was designed and built to verify the previous
analysis. The apparatus, shown schematically in figure 3.6, con-
sisted of a liquid nitrogen cooled copper cold plate sealed
to an invented clear glass thermos bell Jar. Separated steam
comes into the Jar, where a number of liquid separators insure that
the condensate and solid on the cold plate were condensed solely
from the vapor in the vicinity of the cold plate (i.e., no liquid.
dripped down from above). Most of the steam input is exhausted in
the top chamber of the Jar, and from near the cold plate, to insure
that any air leakage will not accumulate. A moveable probe was pro-
vided to determine the thickness of the solid layer by physical con-
tact and the condensate thickness by visual contact. One thermo-
couple was imbedded in the cold platep three thermocouples were to
 close to the cold plate and one was on the moveable probe.
Pressure was measured by a calibrated vacuum-pressure Bourdon gage.
The results of two tests near atmospheric pressure ) where air
leakage was not importanto are reported on figures 3.7 and 3.8 where
they can be compared with theoretical results. In test C the wall
temperature was constant
	 0)., while in test D the thermal re-
sistance of'the coolant and platkN, was b 0.01 ft2 hr 0,R/Btu. The
phase growth data of test D. reported on figure 3.8, agrees closely
with the theory. The phase thickness data for test 0^, reported on
141FNIMMI;.10:11"11 1 110:1 1 "1	 1
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figure 3.7, is from 15 to 50% too low, but the slope is in good
agreement. The solid formed was ice whose properties were very
close to those reported in the literature. The analytical model
and its results appear to be in adequate agreemen'b with the ex-
perimental data. For details of the apparatus and experimental
results refer to appendix B.
* 0 n
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Appendix A
NOMENCLATURE
Symbol	 Symbol of	 MeaningY
	Y1°	 n6
program
2
fLV P=
ac	 AC	 --	 )	 2	 ft
Units
g PZ -Pv
b B,B(I) Thermal resistance of the ft2hr°R/Btu
' plete and coolant,E
b = 1/he  + dm/km
cl,cs ,ev CL,CSOCV	 - Specific heat at constant Btu/lb m
pressure for liquid,
solid and vap or -
DM Thickness of plate ft
m
^ fLV FLV Friction factor at the 	 hV -----------
interface
go, 6c G Body force acceleration, ft^hr2; }'
standard gravity ace.
G Conversion factor (1b /lb f )(ft/hr 2 
n
8 g = go sin cp ft/hr2
he HC Surface coefficient of heat Btu/ft2hr°R
X
transfer on the coolant
side
Fi Specific enthalpy Btu/lb m
Unit vector in the	 x ----•-------
y;
direction
5
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,r
t # M
x
4u
T Unit vector in the
	 y	 and -----------
f i_
r	 directions
> ks,kZ, kv CDS,CDL,CDV Thermal conductivity of Btu/fthroR
'C KS, KL, KV
!w solid, liquid and vapor
km CDM,KM Thermal conductivity of Btu/fthroR
the plate
E Ke Specific kinetic energy Btu/lb m
L XL Length of the plate ft
LLV,LLV(P) P(M 0 3),QLV Heat of vaporization Btu/ib m
LSL)LSL( P) QSL Heat of fusion Btu/1b m
L12(P) Heat of transformation at Btu/lb m
{ the 12 interface
(m/A) LV , Mass flux across the	 LV, lb mff.b2hr
(m/A) SL,
(m/A)12
SL	 and	 12	 interfaces
(positive from phase 1
to phase 2, see table
D.1)
r ^,
(m/A)cd, Mass flux condensing, lb m^ftZhr
(m/A) fr freezing
M Molecular weight lb m/lb m-mole
m Inward normal unit vector --------- y,-W-^W
(PZ - Pv)g i'
n
_ l/fthr }
NPr Prandtl number- -----------^,-^
n12 Unit normal, directed
4
positively from phase
1 to 2
r
}
.,
Vii.
. t
A
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t.
ti
"Ree
'EEC Is	 condensing Reynolds --	 --------
91
number for a flat plate
P;P P;P(M)I) Pressure; partial pressure psia
(q/A) c QFLUXC
of water vapor
Hest flux to the coolant Btu/:rt2hr
q Heat flux vector Btu/ft2 hr
qr Radial heat flux (positive Btu/ft2hr
in	 r)
q Heat flux in cartesian Btu/ft2h"
I^ system (positive in	 y)
Bulk heating per unit Btu/ft3hr
volume
RT Tube radius ft
r Radial coordinate ft
RUM RUM Gas constant, 1545.33/M ftlb/IbmOR
P! -V " R SDI Radial location of the ft
R12 LV) SL	 and	 12	 inter-
faces
S 1 Sl c s(TSL - T )/IjVc ---------- -
S2 S2 c I (TLV - TSL)/LLV -----------
S S33 CZ(TLV - Tc)/LLV ------------
t T., TIC Time hr
is TS Time when freezing starts hr
T Temperature 09
TLV(P) P(M.,4).,TLV L V	 saturation.temperature OR
TSL(P) P(M.5),TSL Freezing temperature OR
wag
A$1
Tw, TV( xi , TW Nall temperature ( surface oR
Twl, t) T
v
f of plate in contact with
phases)	 used in (7)
T
c
TC J^) emt t	 eratureCoolan OR
Ti Tx Interface temperature OR
t12 Unit tangent vector
I.i T TVF Vapor temperature far from OR
the plate
is
U Velocity in the	 x	 direc- ft/hr
aj tion, relative to fixed
axes
i
uR Velocity in the	 x	 direr- ft/hr
4
tion, relative to
IT moving interface 
UV UV Bulk vapor velocity ft/hr
.0
Ue Specific internal inriergy Btu/lb m
VR Velocity vector relative ft/hr
to moving interface
V Velocity vector relative ft/hr
to fixed axes
y
V12 Velocity of	 12	 inter- zft/hr
face relative to fixed
axes
v Velocity component in 	 x, ft/hr
r directions relative
to fixed coordinates
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W
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XSXs
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X1 1d, 12(xlt)
x 
I
y	 Y
Velocity component relative ft/hr
to interface
Volume ft 
Non-condensable gas mass
fraction
Work per unit volIZIae Btu/ft3
Velocity )
 with respect to ft/hr
fixed axes, of the
	 12
interface in the
	 x
direction
x	 coordinate ) position ft
from start of cold plato
Position along the plate
where freezing starts
x	 = X., arbitrary position ft
where freezing is as-
signed to start
y	 coordinate ft
* 1 M
T4
4
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Y12(x,t) Position of the
	 12	 inter- ft
i
face in the fixed co-
ordinates
L Y12( X ) t) Velocity of the	 12	 inter- ft/hr
face relative to fixed
^F
coordinates
a,^, aZ as AV, AL, AS Thermal diffusivity of f t2 /hr
vapor, liquid and solid
\1/2
p BETA
R
=	 ap"LL	
a 
2nTLVf
Btu/ft2hr'R
interfacial resistance
r
of reference [ 8]
r Condensate mass flow per lb m/fthr
unit width of plate
S ) S(x) ) DtDEL1,Y(2) Thickness of condensate ft
layer
be DS,DELSl Thickness of condensate ft
layer where freezing
starts
AAA ) S,DLTII,Y(l) Thickness of solidified ft
layer
THETA = (T - Tc ), temperature OR
difference
x
hs LANBDAS Similarity constants de-
TZ LANBDAL fined by equations (27)
and (28) of chapter 3
l Output variables in inches.
-
. * 0
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P(M,7),MUEL, Dynamic viscosity of the lb m/f t, hr
MUEV
liquid, vapor
VvPV1 Kinematic viscosity of the ft'/hr
vapor, liquid
P1 P(M)2))DL) Mass density of the liquid lb m/ft3
pE RHOL
PV P(M) S) ) DV) Mass density of the vapor "_lb m/ft
RHOV
Ps DS)RHOS Mass density of the solid lb m/ft3
a SIGMA Condensation (accommoda-
tion) coefficient
cr Normal stress tensor lb/ft2
T Shear stress tensor lb/f,b2
Angle of plate from hori-
zontal
Ov Viscous dissipation per Btu/ft3hr
unit volume
ilium
* b M
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Appendix B
DETAILS Or B(PERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND RESULTS
Experimental apparatuses were designed, tested and experimental
data were taken for *-i,=izontal and vertical cold plate configurations.
These apparatuses, their instrumentation, and results are described
and discussed in this appendix.
B.1 HORIZONTAL COLD PLATE- EXPERIMENT
B - 1 - 1 APPARATUS
An apparatus was designed and built in order to verify the ana-
lytical model and analytical results described in chapter 5 for the
horizontal cold plate. The apparatus was designed so that it was
consistent with the analytical model. The analytical model required
the following assumptions ) which were the design goals for the appa-
ratus:
1. A constant pressure pure vapor (3.e. 0 free of air)
Z. A constant temperature coolant well below the freezing tem-
perature of the vapor
3. No lateral flow or heat transfer so that a one dimensional
problem is studied. The condensate and solid on the cold
plate are condensed directly from the vapor (i.e., con-
densate liquid does not drip down from above).
4. The vanes is suddenly brouzht in contact with the dry cold,
plate to start the phase growth.
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5. The (-ulrl plftte has no thoxmal capacity
Of course, these goals can only be approximated in a real experiment.
An overall photograph of the apparatus is shown on figure B-1
while a schematic sketch is shown on figure 	 The apparatus con-
sists of a special inverted glass "thevmos bottle" (3.5 in. i.d.) with
an open mouth ) that is .sealed to a 1/4 inch thick copper plate (the
cold plate) on the bottom. A rubber stopper seals the open neck at
the top. The copper plate Is recessed into an insulated coolant
bucket. Liquid nitrogen (-3200 F) ) the coolant, is sprayed on the
bottom of the copper plate and vented to t;he atmosphere to better
insure that the cold plate is at a uniform temperature with uniform
cooling. The vacuum jar reduces lateral heat transfer,
Several stages of liquid separation are used to insure that
little condensate liquid drips onto the cold plate. Steam that has
gone through three stages of liquid separation enters the jar
through a tube in the rubber stopper to another stage of separation
in upper volume of the Jar. Much steam and the separated condensate
that was removed there exits to an dxhauster system (composed of a
condenser, separator and vacuum pump). The steam remaining then
passes through to the main volume of the jar. Further separators
remove the condensate that formed on the walls of the jar and probes.
The steam that reaches the vicinity of the cold plate is well dif-
fused and carries very little condensate liquid. The last separator
(1/16 in. thick cork cylindrical sheet) handles the remaining 0on-
densate that formed on the walls and also assures that the lateral
heat transfer is small. It greatly reduces lateral heat transfer
A57
because the phase thicknesses on both sides of the cylinder are
about the same thereby assuring a small LT.
In the limited time available a good seal between the glass
"thermos" and the copper cold plate was not achieved so that low
xf
	
	 pressure data (i.u., below atmospheric pressure) for an air free
system could not be obtained. A completo redesign would be necus-
d
j
P	 sary to obtain a good seal. It would involve a larger jar whose
bottom seal was at room temperatm ,e.	 To minimize the air leakage
problem a combination of methods were used:
The tests were run at or slightly above atmospheric pres-
sure (0 < P < 5,psig) to minimize air leakage.
2. The jar was initially evacuated to about I psia and the
incoming vapor was largely exhausted in the 'upper chamber of the
jar.
3. An additional exhaust tube was placed in the lower chamber
about 3/4 inch above the cold plate to further reduce any air con-
eentrations.
The flow of seam into the jar and the exhaust flows were
controlled to obtain a nearly constant pressure in the jar.	 The
cold plate was made of 1/4 inch copper so that its thermal resist-
ance, was relatively negligible. 	 This thickness was necessary for
structural rigidity.	 The plate has a finite thermal capacity but
this effect is lessened greatly by starting with an initially cold
plate.
B.1-2 INSTRUMENTATION
In order to determine the type of solid forming ) 't,,he effective-
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ness of the separators, and the condensate thickness it is necessary
A
to see inside the jar.
the glass would fog up
surface) of the vacuum
therefore commerically
electrically resistive
to heat the glass so t)
Just using a glass jar was not enough because
due to steam condensing on the inside (vapor
jar, The inside surface of the glass jdr was
coated with an inch wide band of transparenl,;
film (by Corning Glass Works) which was used
,iat it remained fog free there.
Besides this visual means further instrumentation was provided
to determine the solid and condene-ite thicknesses, temperature,
pressure and heat flux. A fixed probe rake of three thermocouples at
0.125 inch, 0.50 inch, and 0.90 inch from the cold plate was provided.
A moveable probe, that had a flat bottom was used to measure the
solid thickness by physical contact and the condensate thickness by
visual contact. Distances moved by this probe were measured by a
dial indicator. In addition, temperature surveys could be obtained
with this probe since it also held a thermocouple.
if
	
	
Pressure was measured by a calibrated bourdon tube pressure-
vacuum gage. The heat flux to the coolant was determined by a boiloff
measurement. The boiloff was determined by noting the level change
in the liquid nitrogen supply dew  with a hot wire probe, while main-
taining a constant level (measured by a float) in the coolant bath as
the nitrogen coolant flowed into the coolant bath during the test.
The extraneous heat flux through the coolant bath insulated walls
was taken into account by measuring the boiloff with the float before
and after each test when the jar was evacuated. The temperature of
the cold plate was measured by a thermocouple that was imbedded in
OW
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the center of the plate. When a test is complete the apparatus was
removed from the cold plate to inspect the bottom of the ice layer
for frost and to melt out a plug of solid so that its density may
be determined.
B. 1. 3 PROCEDURE
After referencing the moveable probe to the wall and checking
the thermocouples the test volume was evacuated. Ste tim was ran
th-vough the input lines to warm them up. The coolant bucket was
then filled with liquid nitrogen and the pre-test boiloff from
the coolant bath was measured. With the exhauster system on, the
bypassed steam was flowed into the test volume at the start of a
test. As the steam enteret, I most went to the exhauster directly
while some entered the test-volume ) where much of it condensed
and froze on the cold plate. Temperatures, phase thicknesses and
rJ7	 boiloff measurements were made as the layers grew. The pressure
was monitored and controlled manually by changes in the input and
exhaust flow or in the case of-test D by a check valve at the ex-
haust. Throughout the test, observations were made for any sign
of extraneous condensate dripping down to the plate. When the
solidified layer grew to about 1/2 inch thick ) or the extraneous
condensate separators overflowed ) the test was stopped. A post
test coolant 'bath boiloff measurement was then taken and the jar
was then removed from the cold plate with the solid attached to it,
so that the solid could be sampled to determine its density.
B.1.4 RESULTS AND DISCU8SION
IF
A number of tests were required to develop the horizontal
id
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cold plate apparatus as far as practical. Some of the development
	
.
problems are discussed below. Since the copper plate was thick tho
closest approximation to bringing the cold plate and hot vapor into
instantaneous contact was to start with the plate cold and then flow
the steam into the initially evacuated test chamber. A constant
pressure was attained in less than 1/2 minute.
In all tests reported, the visibility through the transparent
heater film window was excellent. Figure B.2 is a photograph of
the condensate and solid layers as seen through the window during a
test.
The separators performed adequately during the tests in that no
more than a few extraneous drops of condensate liquid reached the
cold plate during the tests. Any extraneous liquid would result in
phase growth rates in excess of the theoretical growth rates, but
these few drops were observed to have little noticeable effect.
In tests A and B, where no exhaust tube was used in the lower
chamber, considerable fog existed in the vapor for the first two
minutes due to the presence of air. Tests A and B were therefore
not considered to give valid quantitative data. The lower chamber
exhaust tube was used in tests C and D. In these tests very little
fog occurred and condensation started very soon after steam was 	 j*
introduced into the test chamber. The data of tests C and D was
considered to be adequate.
The growth of the condensate and solidified layers in test C 	 .z
is plotted on figure 3.7. The wall temperature in test C was very
close to the constant coolant temperature, when these measurements
44
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were taken after about ono minuto ) so that it can be said ttrit
nucleate boiling occurred on the coolant side after a minutQ
elapsed.	 Since the thermal resistance of the copper plate is
fi a
small (2X10 -5
 ft 2 hrR/Btu) it would appear safe to assume that
test 0 approximated the case of no thermal resistance (i.e.,
b	 0) where the wall temperature is constant.	 From the theory
of section .3.2, where the wall temperature is constant, the phis,::
rs
thicknesses should grow proportional to (time )n	 where	 n = 0.5.
From figure 3.7 it can be seen that the phase thicknesses in
test C grow at a rate where	 n = 0.67.	 The exact theory also re-
quires a constant phase thickness ratio (i.e•r YLV/YSL = 1-18).
Test C indicated a constant ratio of 1.35.
	 The experimental data
for phase thicknesses (i.e.., YLV(t) and
	 YSL(t)) in test C Lie
from 15 to 500 lower than the theoretical curves for 	 b = 0.	 Mere
are three likely explanations for this discrepancy, which is not
uncommon in these type of one dimensional experiments where 	 b = 0
0, t
I
i
is required. The analytical heat flux shown of figure 3.8 for
b = 0 dropped from (Q/A) c = 2X10
5
 to 3X104 Btu/ft2hr during the
first minute, when no wall temperature measurements were made.
Therefore, it is possible that the coolant was film boiling for part
of the first minute since the "burnout" flux for liquid nitrogen is
about 6X104 Btu/ft2hr and the "switch" back to nucleate boiling is
about 2x103'Btu/ft2hr, according to reference [6]. This possibility
is underscored by the fact that only a small increase in heat flux,
resulting from a small increase in pressure (P 17.7 Asia 3 psig))
was required in test D to maintain a stable film boiling coolant.
The fact that the cold plate was initially cold may significantly
is
.c
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reduce this poti,:ib lity. Considering the theoretical phase growth rates
calculated for film boiling of the coolant (b 0.01 on figure 3.4) it
is clear that the high thermal resistance at the start would initially
tend to brim; the theoretical curve for b = 0 closer to the experimen-
tal data points. The sparsely populated frost tufts that form on the
cold plate at the start would also account for additional resistance
j	 and lower the theoretical curves stall further. The frost tufts were
formed from residual water in the cork separators that vaporized when
1	 the jar was initially evacuated to 1 psis. The presence of air would
increase the theoretical predictions for b = 0 if this additional
resistance was included in the analytical treatment.
In test D film boiling of the coolant occurred "throughout the
test, such that b Z 0.01 ft 2hr0R/Btu, and the wall temperature varied
with time. The pressure in this test was P = 17.7 psia. The coolant
heat transfer coefficient, h c , was found to increase during the test
from h =	 t	 2 0m	 96 to 130
c	
R u/ft hr R. The experimental results and
analytical results for b = 0.01 ft hr (`R/Btu are compared on figure
if
3.8. The theoretical and experimental results are in good agreement.
If the experimental variation of he
 was included the agreement would
be better yet. The effects of the combined thermal resistance of the
frost tufts, initial film boiling of coolant and air in the vapor would
be less here since the coolant resistance is large (b = 0.01).
In tests A and B no lower chamber exhauster tube was used so
that air leakage was a major problem. These two tests were not con
	 -
sidered to give adequate quantitative dataso their results are only
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discussed here briefly. Since cold air is denser than steam it took
some time (about two minutes to heat up and/or diffuse the air) b,.fnrr.
the steam replaced it in tests A and B. The exi,stance of air T-ran"
evidenced by the presence of a dense fog in the vapor. 'During this
period of time there was no evidence of phase layer growth. Some
time before the fog disappeared condensation would begin. The ana-
lytical model indicates that the start of condensation should be
taken as zero time. The fog prevented visual observation of' the
start of condensation in these tests so that zero time had to be
estimated by backward extrapolation of the condensate layer growth
history to a zero condensate layer thickness. By using this cor-
rected time a more meaningful ) although still questionable, set of
.f
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phase growth data could be obtained. In the interest of clarity
the phase growth data from these tests (tests A and B) is not in-
cluded on figure 3.7. Had this data been included it would lie just
below the data of test C.
The moveable probe thermocouple was used in an attempt to survey
the temperature in the vapor and condensate. The vapor was found
to be essentially saturated down to the LV interface as soon as
the fog cleared. The liquid condensate temperature changed sharply
and the layer was very thin, so that condensate temperature I.Tofile
6,1
frost coating (frost tufts) at the bottom. The density of the
sampled ice was measured in two tests to be ps = 54.7 lb M/ft
The literature indicates that ice has a density of ps = 57 lb M/ft.0
and a thermal conductivity of k. = 1.28 Btu/ftbr0R.
Further tests were performed to determine when fr ,.)st would
form. It was found that frost would not form, no matter how much
air was present, provided there was a relatively thick layer of con-
densate liquid when the air was introduced. As soon as the conden-
sate layer was so thin that it could not be seen then frost would
form in the presence of air.
B-2 VERTICAL COLD PLATE EXPERIMENT
B-2.1 APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTATION
An apparatus was designed and built to experimentally verify
the model and analysis for the steady state vertical cold plate.
It was necessary that the apparatus also be capable of handling tran-
sients. The apparatus was designed so that it was consistent with
this requirement and the analytical model. The design goals for the
apparatus are:
1. Constant pressure saturated vapor at a low uniform velocity.
2. Constant temperature coolant whose temperature is well below
the freezing temperature.
3. A flat plate that is effectively infinitely wide and has
negligible thermal resistance and thermal capacity.
4. Vapor is condensed and frozen by the cold plate as the cold
plate is suddenly brought in contact with the vapor. All the con-
densate and solid on the plate is condensed by the cold plate directly.
man
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The apparatus, briefly, consisted of a liquid nitrogen cooled
cold plate inclosed by a 6 inch diameter vertical glass pipe. team
flows downward through this pipe (the test chamber annulus) and some
condenses and freezes on the cold plate while the remainder was ex-
hausted at the bottom of the pipe. Figure B,3 is a photograph of the
apparatus while figure 2.7 contains a schematic drawing.
In order to provide a constant pressure saturated pure vapor of
low velocity, steam was forced into the initially evacuated chamber
through a steam distributor along the length of the cold plate,
Much of the incoming vapor was continually exhausted at the bottom
of the chamber by an exhauster system (composed of a condenser,
separator and exhaust pump in series) to prevent the accumulation of
air. The pressure was held constant by manually adjusting the input
and exhaust steam flows. The working pressure range of the apparatus
was 0 , < P < 20 psia, with the upper limit set by the strength of the
glass pipe.
The cold plate consisted of a 3/8 inch thick brass plate that
was 1 inch wide and 14 inches long. This plate was soldered, with
excellent thermal contact, to one wall of an otherwise well insulated
(i.e., 3/8 inch cork with 3/8 inch foam insulation on top of the cork
except on the cold wall side) rectangular pipe (1.5 X 3 in.), This
pipe was filled with the liquid nitrogen (LN2) coolant, which was
vented to the atmosphere. The thermal resistance of the cold plate
was of the order of 0.0005 ft2 hr°R/Btu. According to the analysis,
the heat flux for this system is of the order of 10 5 Btu/ft2hr,
i
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which would cause film boiling in the coolant. The thermal re-
sistance of the coolant would then be about b 0.01 ft?hrOB/B*.,j)
which is very much greater than the wall resistance, The liqui'l
nitrogen coolant liquid was sprayed, upon the cold plate. By this
method uniform cooling and a constant temperature coolant were ob-
tained, provided the coolant level was above the cold plate.
To insure that an effectively infinitely wide cold plate was
achieved, the edges of the cold plate °sere insulated, Any conden-
sate not formed on the plate was prevented from flowing on to it
by a barrier at the leading edge of the cold plate and by the fact
that the insulation at the edge of the cold plate was flush with
the cold plate.
The instrumentation for the apparatus is now described.
	 Pres-
sure in the test chamber ) which was found to be uniform throughout
the test chamber ) was measured by a calibrated pressure-vacuum
bourdon tube gage.	 Three thermocouples were imbedded in the brass
cold plate at the top, middle and bottom. 	 Another thermocouple was
immersed in the nitrogen coolant. 	 A moveable probe, that could move
the length of the cold plate and rotate ) was provided wits two thermo-
couples.	 One thermocouple remained situated in the vapor while the
other could be rotatod close to the cold plate. 	 An optical thickness
gauge, made of a IOX microscope with a narrow depth of field, was 	 4
used with a dial indicator to determine the solid thickness on the
plate and the distance of the moveable probe thermocouples from the
J"
cold plate.	 The heat flux to the coolant was determined by measuring
the	 LN	 coolant boiled off in the coolant bath with an interface
Amill
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locating acoustic dip stick. Measurements of the wall temperature,
rf
solidified layer thickness and heat flux permitted the determinatic:j
of the thermal conductivity of the solid layer. The cold plate-
coolant assembly could be removed at the end of a test in order to
fl sample the solidified layer that formed on the cold plate and deter-
mine its density.
ii	 B.2.2 DEVELOPMEMIAL PROBLEMS
During the development of this apparatus a number of major
problems became apparent which were solved adequately. Visual ob-
servation of the condensate and solidified layers are of paramount
importance.	 Unfortunately ) for pressures above about 5 psia, enough
steam would condense on the inside of the pipe to fog it up.	 A bu.,,.-
sen burner was used to heat up the glass locally just enough to keep
a clear "window." 	 If too much local beating was applied the vapor
was excessively superheated or the glass may break, as it did on one
occasion.
Very high heat fluxes occur ) as indicated by the analysis,
* I
when no large insulating solid layer exists. This proved to be a
major problem in that the liquid nitrogen coolant would perculate
out of the coolant volume. This problem was solved by reducing the
cold plate length to the 14 inch length previously mentioned. Tbie
change also reduced the difficulties caused by the limited, supply
of liquid nitrogen.
A number of problems with the cold plate apparatus were not
solved before the data reported herein was taken. These were:
a. When the test chamber was below atmospheric pressure air
.W
iI
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(non-condensable gas) leakage occurred. This leakage was redacod
greatly by eliminating many possible leakage sites and more Impor-
tantly by constantly exhausting the incoming steam out the bottom
of the test chamber. In spite of the exhaust system, and other
measures to prevent the .leakage of air into the vapor, a pure vapor
was never obtained (i.e., the effect of a pure vapor was never
realized). It was only possible to qualitatively obtain situations
such as vapor with much air, little air, and very little air,
since the air fraction was difficult to control absolutely and was
not measured, Actually the presence of the air was a "blessing in
disguise" in that considerable qualitative information was provided
about the important effect of non-condensable gas on the three phase
situation.
b. Steam could not be brought in contact with the cold wall
instantaneously. Starting with a cold wall. and then introducing
the steam into an initially evacuated test volume caused two diffi-
culties. The porous insulation absorbed water vapor which escaped
and froze on the cold plate as a thin layer of frost when the test
volume was evacuated and the plate cooled. The other potential
problem involved the time lag for Feeding in separated saturated
steam initially. Fortunately this problem was small because the
lines were preheated by bypassing steam through the insulated input
lines, and water would automatically separate by gust running down n
the glass pipe walls when it left the steam distributor (see fig,
2.7). The system attained a steady pressure in under 1/2 minute,
which would be adequate for all but the fast transients expected
r
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for a pure system, The other start up method involved starting with
a saturated vapor and then cooling the plate. Vnfortunately Lh(,
plate was too thick to cool down rapidly ) so the former method wt,--4,
used.
c. The short, 14 inch long, cold plate necessitated by the large
heat flux and perculation, made a comparison of theoretical and ex-
perimental reeults for a pure vapor all but impossible except at very
low pressure where air leakage was very important. A much longer
plate or one oriented nearly horizontal would have allowed a much
easier comparison, if a pure vapor occurred.
a. Only in the last tests was the vapor flow patterns made
fairly uniform by using smoke as a flow visualizer. Flow uniformity
proved to be important because wherever k flow eddy occurred the
air fraction was higher causing local changes in the solid formed
(e.g., frost rather than ice formed there).
e. The vapor space close to the cold wall was not large enough
to allow the approach of bulk conditions in the vapor.
B.2.3 PROCEDURE
The optical thickness gage is referenced to the cold plate and
the distance to the moveable pro  t=hermocouple (fixed near the wall)
are determined by this instrument. The test volume is evacuated with
an exhaust pump and steam is run through the inlet lines and bypassed
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to warmthem up. The coolant bath is then filled with LN2 before, or
in some cases after, steam is flowed through the test chamber. Some
of this steam condenses and freezes on the cold plate -while the rest
ex is to the exhaust pump. As the phase layers, grow ., temperatures)
AI
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phase thicknesses and the heat flux are measured. The type of solid
formed during this process is noted throughout the test. The pressure:
is measured and manually held constant by flow control valves at the
exit and inlet. A bunsen burner is used to de-fog a ""window" in the
glass.	 When the solid thickness is about 1/2 inch, or has reached a
steady thickness, the test is stopped. 	 The cold wall with its at-
tached solidified layer is then removed and the solidified layer is
sampled to determine its density and density variation.
B.2.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
By far the most important information gained from the vertical
cold plate apparatus weere results )°elated to the presence of small
quantities of noo-cowN;^nsable gas (air) in the vapor. 6 	Since no
instrumentation was available to measure the amount of air the data
ilk
reported will be incomplete and qualitative. 	 In spite of this limi-
tation important observations were made which are listed below.
1. Different types of solid layers formed depending upon the
concentration of the non-condensable gas (air) and the condensate
thickness. An ice-like solid layer formed when the air concentration
was lowest. A frost and ice composite solid formation occurred with
a somewhat higher air fraction, while a still higher air fraction re-
x,
sulted in a totally frost-like solid. The horizontal cold plate ex-
perimental results indicated that a thick condensate layer would only
allow the .formation of ice no matter what the air concentration was,
6There have been many experimental studies of solid formation
where there was a small amount of water vapor in air. I-am unable
to find any.where there was only a small amount of air in the water
vapor. Reference (25], where these studies have been summarized,,
suggests that such an experiment be performed.
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whereas frost would form there if air was present and the condeii,;ate
thickness was vanishingly thin. In the vertical plate case the con-
densate layer is always thin (usually less than 0.02 in.)
a. In the case where steam entered and was rapidly exhausted to
maintain a low pressure (P 2.7 ps;la), a thin (A = 0.02 in.) ice lake
i
solid (clear but cracked ice) formed on the cold plate with a very
thin condensate liquid flowing over the plate and solid (see fig. 2.1)
The theory for a pure vapor at	 P = 2.7 psia indicated that no solid
layer could form unless the 	 late was very much longer. 	 The bulkY p
vapor temperature was about 20 degrees lower than the saturation tem-
perature for that pressure so that there was a concentration of air
even in this case where pains were taken to eliminate the air con-
centration.	 Clearly the presence of the non-condensable gas fostered
the ice layer.	 Small	 of frost appeared instead of ice any-patches
where an eddy current occurred in the vapor near the cold plate
(based on a smoke flow visualizer), because the air concentrates
slightly more there.
b. During the previous test, with the exhauster still being
usedr a small steady flow of air was allowed to enter the test
chamber.	 At this time the ice and condensate layers were replaced
immediately by a frost and ice composite solid that started to grow.
The pressure stabilized at 11.7 psia and the bulk vapor temperatare
was then at about 50 degrees, below the saturation temperature for
that pressure.	 A steady frost and ice composite solid thickness of
7The vapor depth was not great enough in this e3eneriment to
` obtain a true bulk vapor that is not effected by th& wall to a great
_
extent..
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about 1/8 inch was attained at steady state. Using the 1OXI micro-
scope it was possible to see how this frost-ice composite solid
formed. Patches of frost would be suddenly deposited randomly on
the surface and sporadically with time. Other patches of frost pre-
viously formed would then sporadically melt at the frost surface
forming a film patch of liqui^ jrhich would then freeze as a patch
of thin ice. A patch of fros world then form on this ice sheet
and the random process would coxtinue. When this frost-ice com-
posite was sampled, and a cross section viewed, a laminated solid
was observed. The cross section was composed of bonded alternate
layers of thin ice and frost (see fig. 2.8). The density of this
solid was measured to be about half that of ice or roughly
ps 30 lb/ft3 . The thermW!, conductivity was measured to be
roughly 
k
s = 0.4 Btuftthr°R. The frost-ice composite was ob-
1/2
served to grow at a rate proportional tc (time)	 These tests
were repeated and the results of a and b were repeated qual-
itatively
c. A further increase in the concentration of air resulted Al
in a totally frost solid structure (see fig. B.4). To achieve the
required increase in the air fraction the exhauster was not used 	 =Y
and the bulk vapor8 temperature_ ranged from 60 to 100 degrees below	 f
the saturation temperature. The frost structure that resulted
grew with time at a rate proportional to (time) 1/2 . Unfortunately
the air fraction also increased with time, in this case where no
OThe vapor depth was not great enough in this experiment to
obtain a true bulk vapor that is not effected by the wall to a
great extent.
v:3s.'alim!-i.n,*ai4 ^^T _^..a^... m'. .^e ^ v^JF*.9 R
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exhauster was used. As the frost grew the outer surface of the frost
was observed through the 1CX microscope. The surface frost crystals
became longer, more branch like (i.e., more dendritic) and less numer-
ous with time as the layer grew in thickness. The frost was sampled
at the end of the experiments. A density gradient was observed that
went from about 50 1b/fto
 at the cold wall, where it dropped sharply
and leveled off, to about 6 lb,/ft3
 for the outer half of the frost.
The measured overall thermal conductivity changed during the test
from about 0.4 to 1.2 Btu/fthr oR, Reference [15] suspected, based
upon his test results, that vapor is transported through the frost
crystals where it freezes near the cold wall thereby affecting the
overall thermal conductivity measured. The measurements in this
test were not accurate enough to make this suspicion more cetain.
2. None of the solids formed would start to grow until the wall
temperature fell below the freezing point for water. A non-
condensable gas, such as air, effectively insulates the cold wall
from the hot vapor far more effectively than a thin condensate layer,
which is the only resistance in the pure vapor case. Therefore, the
i'
h
air makes the formation of a solid layer much easier. If a tube is
	 i'
cold it could plug up with a solid frozen plug much more readily if
some non-condensable gas were present in the vapor.
3. It may be possible to
 form a lightweight well bonded laminated
metal composite, such as a metal laminate of ice-like and frost-like
solid, by using a non-condensable gas and varying the pressure. It
was found that with a small quantity of non condensable gas the type
of solid layer formed could be controlled by simply varying the total
c #
.t
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pressure which essentially varied the non-condensable fraction.
When the total pressure dropped a little (i.e., a rise in the non-
condensable gas (air) fraction) the solid formed was frost- like,
whereas when the pressure was increased slightly (i.e., a drop in
the air fraction) some frost at the surface would melt and freeze
as a sheet of ice. By this pressure control the laminates of the
composite solid could be controlled. A solid consisting of a thick
layer of frost (about 1/2 in. thick) sandwiched between two thin
layers of ice was formed this way, in addition to the alternate
r^
	 layered one automatically achieved as described in item lb above.
fI
•
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APPENDIX C
p	 NUMERICAL PROGRAMS
This appendix is devoted to a discussion and listing of the
numerical programs used in the analyses of this study. It was nec-
essary to program all of the analyses due to their complication.
C.1 PROGRAMS OF CHAPTER TWO
r	 C.1.1 STEADY STATE PHASE THICKNESSES ON A VERTICAL COLD PLATE
This program calculates whether and where there is a solidified
layer and the condensate and solidified layer thicknesses, wall tem-
peratures, heat flux.and condensing Reynolds number for saturated
vapor condensing and freezing on a vertical cold plate. The param-
eters that can be varied are the wall and coolant thermal resistance,
pressure and vapor velocity up to 100 ft/sec. In addition, the effect
of a non-condensable gas can be calculated provided the interfacial
temperature is first calculated. The properties inputed are evaluated
at a characteristic mean phase layer temperature.
r	 The program follows the analysis of chapter 2 directly with only
b	 slight complication in that S = b(x) is evaluated by the Newton
Raphson iteration method. The calculation procedure is adequately
described by the comments in the program. The important program
symbols can be found in the nomenclature
C.1.2 LOCUS OF FREEZING
This short straightforward program follows section 2.2.3 and
75	 -
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calculates the locus curves for freezing for the following param-
eters: pressure, thermal resistance and the effect of non-condensable
gas provided the interfacial temperature is first calculated.
C.2 PROGRAMS OF CHAPTER THREE
C.2.1 EXACT SOLUTION FOR THE HORIZONTAL COLD PLATE
if The numerical computation for the exact solution is in two
^	 parts. The first program determines the roots ^ s and AZ while
U
the second uses these roots to calculate temperature profiles,
T(y,t), the heat flux and the phase growth rates.
..'	 a. Root Solution ("Computation of Lambdas")
It was. found that the physic;yly significant roots (based
upon equation (34c) of section 3.2) fell within an area of many
discrete numerical discontinuities. As a consequence a good estimate
of the roots from section C.2.2 below is needed before the correct;
roots could be determined iteratively by the two root Newton-Raphson
method. In this program the partial derivatives from the Newton-
Raphson method are determined numerically. To avoid this difficultly,
i 4
t
equation (34c) can be used instead of one of the root equations, pref-
erably (32a). This possibility is permitted in the program. Because
error functions and exponentials of squared variables appear double
.precision (16 to 18 digits) was necessary. The subroutines used are
listed at the end of the program listing.
b. Computation of Temperatures, YLVY YSL) and Heat Flux
This program uses the refined roots N )?q ), determined in
part a above, in order to calculate the temperature profiles (T(y,t))
in the phases, phase growths and heat flux. The calculation is
A3.^{ ° "^	 Fi AI	 il!	 ^+»4,„•Jl{q.'St„	 syffL"x.•	 ^tz^Ea_., ^^i^xi^
^t-
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straightforward with comment cards outlining the procedure. Built
in checks are provided to avoid dividing by zero in most instances.
Subroutines are located at the end of the program listings.
C.2.2 HORIZONTAL COLD PLATE - FINITE THERMAL RESISTANCE
This program computes the condensate and solidified layer
thicknesses wall temperature and heat flux for a horizontal cold
plate where the pressure, b, and the coolant temperature, TC, are
given. The program adjusts the increment size in the freezing
problem by reducing it until positive phase thicknesses result.
Adequate comment cards are provided to follow the calculation pro-
cedure. Subroutines are included at the end of the program listing.
The program is presently set up for freezing with an initially dry
plate although melting or freezing with any initial phase thicknesses
can be handled automatically by using the differential equation (6?)
instead of (63) the integrated equation for when only the condensate
later occurs. In addition, the initial thicknesses must be changed
and the increment changing system must be changed in an applicable
fashion.
i i
.r
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C STEADY STATE 3 PHASE FLOW ON A VERTICAL PLATE t GKAVITY FLOW AND
C VAPOR DKAG9 PURE VAPOR OR AIR IN VAPOR*
C FORTRAN IV
WRITE (6099)
699 FORMAT
	 (lHl)
I DIMENSION	 B(5)vTC ( 5)jFSl5)tX ( 10)pPlltb)
READ	 ( 51199)	 NltMltUtVvN2rN3vN4
199 FORMAT(21592F10o59315)
WRITE(605)
75 FORMAT(3HON198X92HM195X91HU99Xt1HV97XvZHN293Xt2HN3t3X92HN4)
WRITE(6v299)	 NItMI9UYVPN2?N39N4
to 299 FORMAT(IX92(l5v2X)92X92(FI0-5t2X)92X931l5v2X))
CD WRITE	 ( 69698)WRITE (605)
35 FORMAT	 (5HOBil))
READ	 (5v200)	 (B(I)9Io1 ► N2)
200 FORMAT(8F10o5)
WRITE(6000)	 (8(1)tl-
300 FORMAT
	 (1Xt8(F10-5v2X))
WRITE (6098)
WRITE(6v36)
36 FORMAT	 (6HOTC(J))
READ
	 (5 t 200)	 (TC(J)#JzlPN3)
WRITE(69300)
	 (TC(J)9Jz19N3)
WRITE	 (6p698)
WRIY'E(6v34)
34 FORMAT	 (6HOFS(L))
READ	 (59200)
	 (FS4L)tLv- 19N4)
WRITE ( 6000)	 IF51L)tLaI04)
WRITE	 (69698)
WRITE(6932)
32 FORMAT	 (7HOP(MtK))
READ	 (51200)	 ((P(MtK)tKxlpB)vMxltNl)
WRITE(69300)
	 l(P(MtK)vK=lt6)9Mx19N1)
WRITE	 16#698)
698 FORMAT (IHO)
WRITE(603)
33 FORMAT	 (5HOXIN))
READ	 (59200)	 (X(N)#Nm!gMl)
WRITE ( 6000)	 (X( N)0 19MI)
WRITE
	 ( 616981
C MAKE SURE THIS P ( MvIl AGREES WITH P(M t l)	 ABOVE	 IN OUTPUT
100 READ	 (F	 200)	 P(Mtl)tWtTItUVI#FLV
WRITE	 (69698)
WRITE1601)
31 FORMAT	 (1HOp3Xt7HIP(Mvl)98X#1HW98X92HT198Xt3HUVIP8X93HFLV)
WRITE16 t 300)	 P(M?I)PWPTItUVIvFLV
WRITE	 (69698)
C FOR PURE VAPOR (W a 0 * 01 ASSIGN T1 z TLV
w
IF	 (W	 -41 T.0-0)	 GO TO	 690
WRITE	 (6930)
30 FORMAT(2HOI92XtIHJo2X91HLt2X91HMv11xt4HX(N)tl1Xt2HXS912Xt3HDEL912,X
194HDELS912X92HTWt/26991HV913Xt5HFLLJ XC91OX92HT1913X93HUV1913Xt3HFLY
2913Xt2HRE)
690 DO	 40	 1 a 19N2
DO	 40	 J 4 19N3
DO	 40	 L = 19N4
DO	 40	 M = ItNI
C CALCULATE DSvXSvADCvADSL
O
to
W
E
s
E;
f
t R
l
F 5
2 C	 = 32.2*3600.0*3600.0
UV	 = UVI * 3600.
A4	 a P(Mv8) * FLV * (UV **2)
AC	 = A4/(2. * G *(P(Mt2) - P(Mv$)))
ADC	 =P(M93)*(P(Mt2)-PIMP S) ► *PIMr2)*G*1*0/IPIM97)*1TI-TC1J11)
DS	 a 0(I)*P(Mt6) *(TI -P(M,5))/(P(Mr5)-TCIJ))
DELS	 x 12.0*DS
XS=(10.25*(DS**4)/P(Mvk,,))+0.33333*0(1)*(DS+*3))*ADC
XS	 XS + AC * ADC * 110S **3)/(3.*P(Mt6)) +
I (DS **21 *t)*.5
ADSL
	 = P(Mt3)*(P(Mt2)-P(Mt$))*P(Mr2)*G*I.0/(P(Mr7)*(TI- PIM95)))
C	 INITIAL GUESS OF 0 FOR X=1 FT.
01	 x (4.0*P(M#6)/ADC)**0*25
DO 40 N = ItM1
IF(X(N)-XS)9r9919
C	 X LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO XS CALL.-NEWTON RAPHSON ITERATION
9 D	 01
INT	 0
10 D1
	 D-II(D**4)/14.*P('M96)) + 8(I)*I0**3)*.33333 - X(N)/ADC
1+AC * ((D4*3)/(3.*P(Mt6)) + ID**21*SlI)*.5))/
2((D**3)/P(Mv6) + (D**2)*Sl) + AC* 1(D**2)/PIM,6)
3+D*8(I))))
IF(A8S((D1-D)/D1)-0.01)13r13r12'
12 D	 01
IF(INT-10)11929r29
11 INT	 = INT + 1
GO TO 10
13 D	 = 01
DEL
	
= 0*1290
TW	 =(8(I)*TI+D*TC(J)/N(Mt6))/I(D /P(M96)) + 8(I) ► 	 a
FLUXC
	 (TW	 TC(J))/8(I)
RE	 = 4.0*(PIM92) - P(M98'))*G*(I.O /IP(Mr7)**21)*((D**3)*
1..333333 + AC * .5*(D**2))
2*(P(Mr2))
C	 V	 = 69 SAYS ONLY CONDENSATE AT X(N)
WRITE 16115) ItJtLvMvXIN ► gXSvDELtDELSPTWrVrFLUXCtTIiUVI#FLVtRE
15 FORMAT(1X94I3r4X95G15*7/17Xt6G15.7)
GO TO 40
C	 X GREATER THAN XS CALCULATION
19 0=(14.0*P(M6)*(X(N)-XS)/ADSL)+DS**41**0.25
c	 ITERATE WHEN W .GT. 0 r USED 19 AS GUESS
650 IF(UV .GT.0.0) GO TO 630
GO TO 640
630 INT
	 _ 0
21 D1
	
= D	 1(1((D**4) - (DS**4))/(4.*P(M,6)))
I- (X(N)-XS)/ADSL + AC*(((D**3)-IUS**3))/
2(3**PLM96))))/(1D**3)/P(M96) + AC*I10**2)/P(Mt6))))
IF(ASS((D1-D)/D1)-0.01)
	
249 249	 22
22 D	 a 01
IFIINT
	
10)	 239 29v	 29
23 INT	 = INT + 1
GO TO 21
24 D	 = D1
640 DEL	 = D*12.0
S	 FS(L)*((ID*IP(M ► 5) TC(J)))/IP(M,b)*(TI-P(M95))))-84:1)1
DLT=12*0*S
1
. x m
}
80
m
W
C
TW	 a (9(I)*P(Mt$)+ S*TC(J)/FS(L))/!(S/FS(L))+B(I))
FLUX$
	
a iTW — TCIJ)) /8111
KE	 : 4.0*IN(Mt2) — P(M t O))*G *I1 0/IP(Mtl)*+211*I(ly**3)*
1.333538 * AC * .5*(D**2))
2*(PIMt2))
WRITE(6t15) ItJtLtMtX(N)#XStDELtlyLTvTW90ELStFLUXStT19UVIPFLV ► RE
60 TO 40
29 WRITE(6t20)
	
.JgLtMvX(N)9U
20 FORMAT(1X94	 XtF692t4XtF692)
40 CONTINUE
C	 READS NEW CARD UNTIL NO MORE TO READ.
GO TO 1.00
C	 DATA— B/FT2HRR/BtTC R ► KS B/FTHRKt AS 1NDICATEDtX FT
C	 PROPERTY DATA-- PRESStL0/FT2tDENS LB /FT3tLLV B/LB t TLV 99TSL Rt
C	 KL B/FTHRRtVISCOSITY LB/FTHRtDENS VAPOR LB/FT3
C	 LAST CARD PSIAtNOtRrFT/SECtNO
C	 OUT PUT N09NOtNOt NOtFT ► FTtINtINtKtNO/IN#B /FT29HKtRtFT/SE:CtNO
END
81
C	 LOCUS OF FREEZING ON A VERTICAL PLATE UVAP EO
C FORTRAN 4(13)
C FOR DATA UNITS SEE PREVIOUS PROGRAM
WRIT-;.	 (6#699)
699 FORMAT 	 (1H1)
DIMENSION TC(l0)tP(5t8)vX(10)
READ15 t 1O)	 (TC(J)tJ*lt7)
10 FORMAT 18F10.5)
WRI TE (0698)
WRITE(606)
36 FORMAT	 (6HOTC(J))
q WRITE(6v30)(TC(J)#Jwl•7)
30 PORMAT(1X97(F10.593X))
READ(5r10)	 ((P(MtK)t
	 K.*10)9MOl92)
W WRITE	 (69698)
WRITE(6937)
37 FORMAT	 (7HOP(M#K))
WRITE(6t40)((P(MvK)t
	
Kwlt8)tM nlt2)
40 FORMAT(1X'8(F10.5v3X))
READ(5t10)	 (XI L)tL=193)
WRITE	 (6,698)
WRITE(6938)
38 FORMAT	 15HOX(L))
WRITE(6r60)(X(L)tL n lt3)
60 FORMAT(1Xt3(F10*513X))
WRITO	 ('6t698)
698 FORMAT
	
(1HO)
WRITE	 (6939)
39 FORMAT	 17HOP PSIA 13Xt4HTC RtllXt8H ( TI —TC)Fv7X ► 4HX FTtllXt2HBltl4X
1t1HBtl4Xt1HW)
2 READ ( 5tll)	 MMtP(MM'rl)*WtTI
11 FORMAT(15/8FIO 5)
DO 4
	 M = MM t MM
D04 J=lt7.
D04 L n l r2
Rl	 n (193333*(Tl	 - TC(J))/(TI—P(Mt5)))-0.33333
G	 -32.2*3600*0*3600*0
ADC
	 zP(Mt3)*(P(M t 2)-P( Mr6 ))*P(M92)*G*190/(P(Mt7)*(TI 	- TC(J)))
81	 =1(1 0/P(Mt6))*(4.O*P(Mt6)/(ADC*R1))**0*25)*
1	 111TI	 —	 TC(J))/(TI	 —	 P(M	 5) ► )-1.0)
THETA= P(Mr4)—TC(J)
W B	 =81*(X(L)**0.25)
s WRITE( 6920 )	 P(Mfl )tT 	 (J) tTHETAtX ( L)tBlvsvw
C UNITS—PSIAtRtRtFTtFT2 HR R/BTU (FT)1/4 9 FT2 HR R/BTVtNO
20 FORMAT	 (1Xt7G15 .7)
n 4 CONTINUE
GO TO 2
a END
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C COMPUTATION OF LAMBDAS
C FORTRAN 4113)
DOUBLE PRECISION LStLL
DIMENSION Z1501)
DIMENSION X15011
DOUBLE PRECISION Y1tY2tY3tY4tY5t
._ 2Z1tZ2tZ3tZ4tZ5tZ6tZ7tZ8tZ9v
2XLS#XLLtTEM19TEM2
DOUBLE	 PRECISION A4697)tANS(6)tXX(2t3)tZZ(2t3)
PIE=3.14159265
TEST=.0001
READ(5t99)
2CVtCLtCStCDVt
co 2CDLvCDStDVrDLtD-StQLV9
a W 2QSLtTLV9"TSLtTCtTVFtP99 FORMAT(8F?095)
WRITE(6t90)
90 FORMAT(IHI)
DEBUG
2CVtCLtCStCOV9
2CDLiCDStDVtDL , 	`•QLVt
2QSLtTLV , TSL•TC	 'cop
C COMPUTE A AND L
AV=CDV/(DV*CV)
AL=CDL/(DL*CL)
AS=CDS/(DS*CS)
A1= I(TLV—TSL)/(TSL-TC))*CDL/CDS)*((AS/AL)**.5)
A2 = ((	 PIE	 **.5)*QSL)/1CS*ITSL—TC))
A3=	 ((IPIE	 )**.5)*QLV)/(CL*(TLV—TSL))
A4=1( TVF—TLV)/(TLV—TSL)) *(CDV/CDL)*((AL/AV)**.5)
61=(DS/DL)*(iAS/AL)**.5)
02=((DS—DL)/DL)*((AS/AL)***5)
83=((AS/AL)**.5)+82
04=(DL/DV)*((AL'AV)**.5)
B5=((DS—DL)/DV)*((AS/AV)**.5)
DEBUGAVtALTAS
DEBUG A1tA2t43tA4
DEBUG B10203tB4t85
C
C NEWTON—RAPHSON METHOD TO SOLVE
C TWO SIMULTANEOUS NONLINEAR
C EQUATIONS
C PARTIALS COMPUTED NUMERICALLY
C XLaESTIMATE FOR XLS
C XLI=ESTIMATE FOR XLL
C DEL DELTA FOR XL
C DELI=DELTA FOR XL1
C
READ(5vg)XLtDEI
READ(598)XL1-9 DELI
8 FORMAT(BF1Q.5)
C THIS STARTS ITERATION
ICOV = O 	a
199 CONTINUE.
X(2) =XL
X(1)=XL-DEL
X(3)=XL+DEL
Z12)=XL1
Z111=XL1—DELI
Z(3) =XLI+DELI
i
r'
. i
IL
83
00 100	 Is192
IF(I.EQ-1)XLL=Z(2)
IF(I-EQ-2 ► XLS=X(2)
DO 100 J=193
IF(I-EQ.2)GO TO 75
XLS=X(J)
GO TO 69
75 XLL=Z(J)
69 CONTINUE
C	 COMPUTE Y
Y1=XLL+XLS*B2
Y2 =XLS*83
M Y3=XLS
W
3 Y4= XLL*B4+XLS*85
Y'5=XLS*Bl
C	 COMPUTE Z
Z1=EXP(-(Y3**2))
Z3=EXP(-(Y5**2))
4 Z7=EXP4-(Yl**21)
Z8= EXPI-(Y4**2))
Z4=ERF(Yl)
Z5=ERF(Y2)
Z2=ERFiY3)
? Z9=ERF(Y4)
TEMI=Z4-Z5
LS=1Z1 /Z2-Al*Z3/TEM1 ► /A2
2-XLS
IF(Y4-LT-1.821)-GO TO 80
Z8=1.0
TEM2 =TWO1Y49CONT)
GO TO 81
AO TEM2=1.0-Z9
81 CONTINUE
:- LL = ( Z7 /TEM1=A4*Z8/TEM2)/A3- XLS*822-XLL
XX1IrJ)=LS
ZZ(ItJ)=LL
100 CONTINUE
A(293) = ZZ(292) ¢
2*(-1.0)
A(193)=XX(1t2)-
DO 79 J=1r2
IF(J.EQ.I)JE=DLL
IFI4.EQ-2)DE=DELI
A119J)=.5*(XX(J ► 3)-XX(J91)) /DE
79	 A(29J)=.5*(ZZ(J93)-ZZ(Jfl))/DE
CALL MGAUSD(A929ANS)
IF(ABS(ANS/XL).GT.TEST)GO TO 78
IFIABSIANS12)/XL1)..GT.TES `i)GO TO 78
ICOV=1
78 XL=XL +AN-S
XL1=XLI+ANS(2)
DEBUG XL9XL19ANS(1)9ANS(2)
IF(ICOV*EQ-0)G0 TO 199
STOP
END
Af
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C	 COMPUTATION OF TEMPvYLVvVSLtANO QFLUXC
C	 FORTRAN 4(13)
C	 XLS AND XLL SUPPLIED BY
C	 COMPUTATION OF LAMBDA ROUTINE
PIE=3*14.159265
READ15t99)
2CVtCLvCSrCDV9
2CDLtCDStDVPDLtDStQLV9
2QSL t TLV t TSL tTC tTVF tP
99 FORMATI8F10.5)
WRITE(6990)
90 FORMAT(1H1)
DEBUG
2CVtCLtCZtCDVt
2CDLtCDS0VtOL9DStQLVt
20SLtTLVtTSLtTCtTVFtP
C	 COMPUTE CONSTANTS A AND 8
A1=( TSL-TC)/ (TLV—TSL )
A2=(T,LV—TC)/(TLV-TSL)
A3=(SL-TC)/(TVF-TC)
A4=1 TLV— TSL) / (TVF—TC )
A5=(TLV-TVF)/ITVF—TC)
AV=CDV/(DV*CV)
AL=CDL/(DL*CL)
ASsCDS/(DS*CS)
ill =IDS/DL) *((AS/AL)**-5)
B2= ((DS-DL)/DL)*l(AS/AL)**-5)
84n (DL/DV)*((AL/AV)**-5)
85=i(DS-DL)/DV)*((AS/AV)**.5)
B6w((DL-DV)/DV)*l(AL/AV)**.5)
C	 COMPUTE W AND U CONSTANTS
READ(5t99 )XLS.XLL
W2 =XLS
W3=XLL+XLS*82
W4=XLS*B1
W7=XLL *B4+XLS*85
DEBUG A1tA2tA39A4rA5vAVtALtASt
2Blr82tB4 ► B5986t
2W2vW3tW49W7
U2=ERF(W2)
U3=ERF(W3)
	
j
U4=ERF(W4)
W ERFIW7)
DEBUG U2030407
C	 COMPUTE Y FOR A GIVEN TIME AS N FRACTION OF PHASE THICKNESS
DIMENSION XN120)9TT(20)
READ(5t21)(TTII)tI=lt7)
	 4
21 FORMATI8F10 * 51 	n
XN= *1
DO 20 I=2t9
20 XN(I)7XN(1 -1)+.1
.DO l_'3 J =1 t 7
TwTT(J)
YLVs2. *XLL*((AL*T)**,5)
YSLs2-*XLS*((AS*T) ** 95)
QFLUX =(CDS*(TSL-TC)) /(U2*((-3*141b*AS*T)**.S))
YLVH;YLV*12*0
YSLH=YSL*12*0
TH=T*60,0
DEBUG YLVHtTLVtYSLHtTSLtQFLUXtTH,
65
.f
DO 10 l =lt9
YS=XNII)*YSL
YL=XN(I)*(YLV-YSL)+YSL
7 YV=(XNII)+1.)*YLV
COMPUTE TEMPS AS A FUNCTION OF Y AND T IN EACH PHASE
COMPUTE W WITH T AND Y
W1= YS/12.*((AS*T)***5))
W5=(YL/12.*((AL*T)**95)))+XLS*82
9 W6=(YV/ 12**((AV*T)**95)))+XLL *86+XLS*85
COMPUTE U WITH T AND Y
U1=ERF(W1)
U5=ERF(W5)
U6=ERF(W6)
COMPUTE TEMP RATIOS
TRS=1U1*A3)/U2
13 TRL=((A1*U3—A2*U4+U5)*A4)/IU3—U4)
IF((W6.LT-lo821).AND * (W7 * LT91.821))GO TO 80
TEMI=TW01W6rCONT)
TEM2=TWOIW79CONT)
EX=(-W6*W6)-(—W7*W7)
TRV=EXP(EX)*A5*TEM1/TEM2+1.0
GO TO 81
80 TRV=(190-U6)*A5/11*0—U7 ► +1*O
81 CONTINUE
YS=YS*12.0
YL =YL*12.0
YV=YV*12.0
DEBUG TRStYStTRLtYL#TRVTYV
10 CONTINUE
STOP
END
C
C
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C	 HORIZONTAL COLD PLATE t VARIABLE B t UNITS ** FT- 9HK * t BTU- RtIBM.
C	 FORTRAN 4(13)
DOUBLE PRECISION RUKtYINCtRYtDOTtY ►
2S1tS29S3t
2AAtAltA2?A3tA4tA5tA6tA7tA8tA99
281PB29
2TIMEStTEMAtTEMBtTEMCtTWA9TWB9QFLUXArQFLUXB9
2TWtQFLUX
DIMENSION RUK(2t4)tRY(2)tY(2)tYINC(2)tDOT(2)
READ(5t1)C1tDEL19C2tDEL29XFIN9NKtNV
1 FORMAT (	 5E12.49 214)
READ(592)PtTSLtTLVtCStCLtCDStCDLtDStDLtQSLtQLV
2 FORMAT( 6E12 *4/ 5E12.4)
40 READ(5,4) BtTCtNLAST
4 FORMAT (	 2E12.49I4)
WRITE(69100)
100 FORMAT(1H1)
DEBUG C19DE'L19C2tDEL29XFIN9NKtNV
DEBUG PtTSLtTLVtCSPCLtCDStCDLtDStDL90SL9QLV
DEBUG BtTC9NLA5T
C	 COMPUTE At B t S
S1=(CS*(T.SL—TC))/QSL
S2=(CL*(TLV—TS0)/QLV
S3=(CL*(TLV—TC))/QLV
C	 FOR STEFAN ASSUMPTION SET ALL S=0*0
103 AA=CDL*(TLV—TC)
A11=CDS*(TSL—TC)
A2'=CDL*(TLV-TSL)
A3=DS*QSL*((S1*.5)+I-).
A4=DS*QSL*S1*.5
A5=DL*QLV*1(S2*95)+1*)
104 A6=IIS2+1-)*DS)/(DL*((S2*.5)+1-))
A7=(DL*QLV)/AA
A8=( S3*.5)4.1.
A9nS3*.5
BIeB*CDS
B2 s B*CDL
DEBUG S1tS29S3rAA9A19A2tA39A49A59A69A7tA89A99B19B2
C	 COMPUTE DELStTIMES9QFLUXStTWS
DELS=(B1*A2)/A1
TIMES=A7*((A8*182+DELS*.5)*DE!.;)—A9*82*82*ALOG((62+DELS)/82))
TWS=(82*TLV+DELS*TC)/(B2+DELS)
105 QFLUXS=AA/(82+DELS)
C	 COMPUTE ABOVE FOR TIME LT TIMES
DELA=.2*DELS
DELB=95*DELS
DELC=98*DELS
TIMEA=A7*((A8*(B2+DELA*-5)*DELA)—A9*B2*B2*ALOG((82+DELA)/B2))
TIMEB=A7*((A8*(B2+DELB*-5)*DELB)-A9*B2*B2*ALOG(1B2+DELS)/B2))
TIMEC=A7*((A8*(B2+DELC*-5)*DELC)-A9*B2*B2*ALOG(IB2+DELC)/B2))
TWA-(B2*TLV+DELA*TC)/k'B2+DELA)
TWBA (B2* 7LV+DELB*TC)/(B2+DELS)
QFLUXAsAA/(B2+DELA)
QFLUXB=AA/(82+DELB)
f.
t4
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{I	 DEBUG PtTCtBtDELAtTIMEAtTWAtQFLUX AtDELBtTIMEBtTWBtOFLUXBtDELC
19TIMECtXtY(1)tY(2)tTWStQFLUXS
C VARIABLES..
	 TIME=XtDELTA=Y(1)tDEL=Y(2)
C SET INITIAL CONDITIONS AND PRINT
DEBUG T1MESOELS
KONT=O
107 X=TIMES
Y(1)=0.0
Y(2)=DELS
C SETS	 INITIAL
	
INCREMENT
n DEL=DELI
M
I W
C SUBROUTINE	 RUNGA—KUTTA USED FOR SOLVING SIMULTANEOUS
C FIRST ORDER
	 INITIAL VALUE ORC!NARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
3 C HANDLES UP TO NV=20 DIFF EQS	 t DIMENSION. * RUK(NV,M)tRY(NV1
u
C LOOP TO PRINT EVERY NK TH CALCULATION THEN TO TEST SECTION
3 DO	 111 K=1tNK
C LOOP TO SAVE Y
DO 31KV=ItNV
31 RY(KV)=Y(KV)
R X = X
C LOOP TO NAME CALCULATION	 BY M=
DO 91M=1t4
C PUT DIFF. EQ.	 IN FORM OF 1ST DERIV.	 = DOT(KV)=RHS OF DIFF *
	EQ.
DOT(1)=1(A1,/(B1+Y(1)11-A2/Y12))/IA3—A4*1(81/(B1+Y11)))**2))
DOT(2)=A2/(A5*Y(2))—A6*((A1/(B1+Y(1)1)—A2 /YI2)) /(A3—A4*((B1/(B1+
1	 Y(1)))**211
00 21KV=I,NV
21 RUK(KVtM):=DEL*DOT(KV)
C CALCULATION BRANCH OFF DEPENDING ON VALUE OF M
GO TO	 (41941951t91)t
	
M
41 DO 61KV=19NV
6.1 YIKV)=RYIKV)+RUKIKV ► M)/2*
X=RX+DEL/29
GO TO _91
51 DO 71KV=1NV
71 Y(KV)=RY(KV)+RUK(KVtM)
X=RX+DEL
91 CONTINUE
DO 101KV=I9NV
YINC ( KV)=(RUKIKVtl)+2.*RUK. ( KV,2)+2 *RUK(KVt3)
1+RUK(KVt4))/6*
101 Y(KV)sRY(KV)+YINC(KV)
111 CONTINUE =°_
C END OF RUNGE KUTTA INTEGRATIONr
TW=181*TSL+Y(1)*TC)/(B1+Y(1))
QFLUX = A1/ (81+Y11) )
I
Z1=X*60*0
III Z2=Y*12.0
Z3=Y12)*12.0
G
Z4=Z2+Z3
;'
z
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WRITEI6'99) Z19Z29Z39Z49TW90FLUX#DELtDOT(1)oDOT12)
99 FORMAT(9G14.5)
C	 TEST FOR SIGN OF DEL AND
C	 DELTA—IF MINUS WHEN FREEZING
C	 THEN REDUCE INCREMENT BY 10
1F1(Y.GT.0.0).AND.(Y(2).GT.0.0))GO TO 98
DELI=DELI/1090
DEL2=DEL2/10.0
NK=2*NK
GO TO 107
98 CONTINUE
KONT=KONT+NK
C	 INCREASES INCREMENT BY 10
C	 EVERY 200000 STEPS
IF(KONT.LT.20000)GO TO 92
DELI=DELI*10.0
DEL2=DEL2*10.0
DEL=DELI
NK=NK /2
KONT=O
92 CONTINUE
C	 TEST SECTION
C	 TEST FOR EXCESSIVE RUN TIME FOR A GIVEN 8
200 IFIX —XFINI 201t204V204
C	 TEST FOR CHANGE OF INCREMENT SIZE t DOTI1) LT Cl GO TO 202
201 IF(DOT(I)—C1)202e202t3
202 DEL=DEL2
C	 RETURN TO 3 CAUSES ANOTHER NK INCREMENTS IN X FOR CALCULTION
C	 TEST FOR STEADY STATE• DOT12) LT C2 GO TO 204
203 IF(DOT(2)—C2)204r204t3
C	 TEST FOR LAST B CARDS NON— ZERO ON LAST 8	 CARD• IF 0 GET NEW B
204 GO TO 4.0
END
.r
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FUNCTION TWO IAPCONT1 0010
C FOR ARGUMENTS oGT. 1.821 THE
C ERF FUNCTION CAN BE COMPUTED BY
C THE FOLLOWING FORMULA-
C
C ERF1X1x1.0—EXP(-X*X)*CON
C CON nTWOIX ► CONTI
C
C THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM SUPPLIES CON
DIMENSION CONT11000I
DOUBLE PRECISION CONT
DOABLE PRECISION TEMrTEMM,HAL
COMMON/APE1/NN
DIMENSION FAC1301
IFIKAPPA.EQo99IGO TO 10
W NN=1000CALL AJEANIFAC?CONTI
NNs10 a
KAPPAs99
10 CONTINUE
TEM : A * 2.0 0040	 1
1 HAL a TEM 0070
J=NN
00 3
	
I=1rNN
TEMM = CONT IJ1 / HAL + TEM 0100
J . J-1 0110
3 HAL • TEMM 0120
TWO a	 2.0/1.77245385/ TEMM 0130
RETURN 0140
i
^o
END 01.50
s
t 
i
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E>
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SUBROUTINE AJEAN IFACrCU14T) 0010
C THIS SUBROUTINE SETS UP
C CONSTANTS FOR FUNCTION TWO
' C IT I3 CALLED UPON FIRST ENTRY
C INTO FUNCTION TWO
DIMENSION FAC(30)
DIMENSION CONT(1000)
DOUBLE PRECISION CUNT
COMMON/APEI/NN
A s 1.0 0040
HAL n 1.0 0050
HALL n 1 * O 0060
O TEM=2.0 0070
co TEMMn 3.0 0080
i OU 50 N=1 ► 30 0090
# FAC (N) = HALL *TE y M 0100
TEMM aTEMM+TEM 0110
A w A+HAL 0120
50 HALL=HALL*A 0130
CONT(1)=TEM 0140
DO 51 N n 2rNN
h 51 CONT(N) n CONT(N-1)+TEM 0160
RETURN 0170
END 0180
r
p
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v
:
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SUBROUTINE MGAUSOIAoNvANS)
SUBROUTINE MCAUSDIAoNoANS)
C	 THIS SUBROUTINE SOLVES FROM 2-6
C	 SIMULTANEOUS LINEAR EQUATIONS
DIMENSION A(W)tANSW
DOUBLE PRECISION A	 AN$
DO 1 IxIoN
I ANS1_I)sOoODO
DO 10 IsIgN
DO 9 Ju!tN
AIIPJ+1)=A(19J+1) /A(Iol)
MI —N) 902009
9 CONTINUE
Kn I+1
DO 8 IIsKoN
DO 8 JJ n IvN
e A(IItJJ+1 ) n—A(Ilol)*AIItJJ + 1)+AIIItJJ+I)
10 CONTINUE
20 ANS(N) nAIIoJ+1)
IFIN-03100931
30 RETURN
31 JnN-1
IIsJ
DO 1.1 [=loll
K- 441
DO 12 Mulol
ANS(J) n ANSIK)*A(JoK)+A'NSLJ)
12 KsK+I
ANS( J) nA(JvK)-ANS(J)
11 J•J-1_
RETURN
END
0050
0070
0000
0090
0100
0110
0120
0130
0140
0150
0160
0170
0180
0190
0200
0210
0220
0230
0240
0250
0260
0270
02.80
0290
0300
0310
0
f
1	 APPENDIX D
INTERFACIAL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
D.1 DERIVATION OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR A MOVING PHASE INTERFACE
{.	 Derived in this appendix are the required boundary conditions
at phase transition interfaces (figs. D.1), where the phase transition
is smooth and sharply defined from a macroscopic viewpoint. This is
the case for most engineering fluids. 9 These boundary conditions
are largely derived by considering the continuity, energy and momen-
tum equations in integral form for a very thin control volume that
is fixed to and encloses a moving phase transition interface. 'The
control volume is then shrunk to hero (V -►
 0);, such that it covers
the interface area (fig. D.lb), thereby eliminating volume terms-,
i
The coordinate system moves with the interface. The boundar condi^-Y	 Y
tions that can , be derived from the continuity equation are derived
first. Local equilibriumlO
 is assumed for the whole of this discus-
u	
sion.
9Man metals and alloys undergo hasY	 g phase changes, during solidifi-
cation, over a range of temperatures, such that sharply defined phase
transitions (i.e., large density gradient)_ would not occur for them.
10Even though the system is not as a whole in thermodynamic equi-
librium, it is assumed that each_point_!i.n space within the system is
In a state of local equilibrium so that, for example, k nowlege of the
i	 pressure and temperature at a point dictates the thermodynamic prop -
erties at that point. This assumption fails where there are large
gradients such as at a shock wave, but has been experimentally shown
to be valid for phase interfaces for pure fluids (e.g., see refs.
[16) and [171).
92
.a
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D.1.1 CONTINUITY
Miclose a thin volume V, that contains a phase interface,
Si, by a surface S (indicated by the dashed line on figs. D.1).
k	 The thin volume is fixed to that interface. The continuity equa-
tion for that region is given by equation (1),
•r
dt P OF	 pVR m dS	 (1)
S
where VR is the velocity relative to the interface since the con-
trol volume is fixed to that phase interface. Break up the enclos
-ing surface S into two surface areas for phase 1 and phase 2.
}	 t P d* -(isPlIRl - Ml dS	 p2jR2 ` m2 ds (2)
1	 S2
i Now shrank the control, volume to zero (iF - ►
 0) such that it collapses
about the interfacial area S, (i.e., -►
 0). By this process the
LKS goes to zero as the volume goes to zero and equation (2) becomes
(P2 n 
m + p1VRl • A) dS a 0	 (3)
Si
Replaee the unit outward normals, M. by the unit normal, n12 , which
Is directed from phase 1'to phase 2.
(p2IR2 1112 ' pl^Rl n12 )' S _ 0
	
(4)
r
h:
(5)
h
94
fore at a point on the interface
(PlVgl w PZVR2) 0 n1G a 0
The mass flux across the 1-2 interface, due to the change in phase,
is given by equation (6)
r
	 ^
, \	 P2VR2 4^.2 = PIVR1 n12 	(6)
h
The term (m/A) 12
 is positive in. the direction of n12 . In a later
section this mass flux will be further investigated to determine
s	 whether it is a condensed, evaporated or frozen mass flux.
No statement about the tangential component of velocity at the
Interface can be obtained by this method. Experimental evidence
must be called upon. This data indicates that, except for a rare-
fied gas, where the mean free paths of the molecules tz ° ` ,'u greater
F,
if	 I
For the thin control volume in figuresD.l, that is indicated
w,	 by the dashed line, which encloses a phase interfaced the energy
l
equation can be written in integral form as
L
	
	
than the characteristic dimension,,of the flow field, thei*e is no
slip of the tangential velocity,
 component pt the interface. There-
fore at aoint on the 1-2 interface the following is true.P	
ng
vRl . t12 = 'VR2 • t12	 (7)
D.1.2 ENERGY
I	 ,
. I
i
f
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This equation relates the time rate of change of internal energy
and kinetic energy in the control volume to the sum of the enthalpy
flux, heat flux, kinetic energy fluxes, potential work, shear work,
viscous dissipation and bulk heating of the volume. As before the
enclosing area of the control volume is broken up into surface areas
for each phase and then the control volume is shrunk to zero such
that it collapses on the interface area S i (t -+ 0). This operation
leaves the following
Si 
hl (p VRl ml, ) + q1 ml + h2 (P2 VR2 m2 ) + q2 m2 d5 = 0 
(9)
where the kinetic energy flux has been neglected as a relatively
small term and again VR is the velocity relative to the 1-2 inter-
face. Replace the unit outward normals, m, by the unit normal, n12'
which is directed from phase 1 to phase 2. Then equation (9) be-
comes
' 1^2(P2VR2	 n12 ) + q2	 nl2	 hl(P1vR1	 n12 ) - ql	 n12 dS = 0
Si
(lU)
F
Use the Fourier phenomenological equation to relate 	 q	 to the tem-
perature (q = -k grad T)
	 then the equation takes on the form
fcii
+ h2 (P2VR2	n12 )	 hl (P1VRl	 n12) + kl(grad Tl )	 n12 ,
,z
t
k2 (grad T2 ) ' nl2 d.S - (11)
t
One might expect that the 1-2 phase interface may not be smooth so
that properties would vary along the phase interface surface.. For F
example a freezing interface might involve crystals which would lead
96
to an irregular interface surface and anisotropic thermal conduction
of heat. At this point, the assumption of local equilibrium is used
again. P'y each point on the phase transition interface assume pies-
sure and temperature continuity'and assume local equilibrium. 11
Pressure continuity assumes that the interface curvature is small
enough so that the surface tension pressure contribution is negli-
gible. Therefore at a point on the 1-2 phase interface
P1rP2mP
	 (l2)
and
T1 a T2 a T12( P)	 (13)
For example at a LV interface
TV
 = TZ TLVN P)
r	 In spite of the possibility of an irregular interface with aniso-
4
	 tropic properties12 it is assumed; on a macroscopic scale, that the
r
	
.nterface is smooth with no anisotropy, 13 in the hope that this sim-
plification will fit most practical situations. At a point on the
interface equation (11) becomes 	 ,
llEven though the system is not as a whole in thermodynamic equi ,-	 i
librium, it is assumed that each point in space within the system is in
a; state of local equilibrium so that, for example, knowledge of the
pressure and temperature at a point dictates the thermodynamic prop-
erties at that point. This assumptionfails where there are large gra-
11F	 dients such as at a shock wave, but has been experimentally shown to be
valid for phase interfaces for pure fluids (e.g., see refs. [161 and
[17))
12Another source of anisotropicity.is
 that the conduction of heat
is associated with the speed of sound, therefore as the phase boundary
_ approaches that speed the thermal conductivity, measured in a still
system, would appear to be anisotropic (see ref. [20]). In these prob-
e	 lems interface velocities are much too small to consider this effect.j'13This is tantamount to assuming an effective thermal conductivity
that is numerically equal to the conductivity data available, which is
	 #
based upon a bulk measurement.
ai
Table of Permissible Phase Combinations
Phase 1-2 Phase combinations (see figs. D.l and D.2)
n=ber
1 liquid sol. d solid
2 vapor ,quid vapor
1
.
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2 ( 2R2 n12) - h1(P1VR1 n12 ) + kl(grad T1) n12
- k2 (grad T2) • n12 : 0	 (14)
The continuity of mass flux relation (5) permits the factoring
of (h2 - hl ) from the first two terms of equation (14). Because of
the assumptions of local equilibrium and small curvature this enthalpy
difference at the interface can be defined as the heat generated or
absorbed at the phase interface by phase transforma,tiono L12(P) ac-
cording to
h2 hl
 = L12 (P)
where h2 is considered to be greater than hl. This definition
requires the phases represented by 1 and 2 to be limited according
to table D.l. This definition transforms equation (14) to the fol-
lowing.
"ql n12 + q2 • nl2 kl(grad T1) n12 - k2 (grad T2) n12
(A) L12(P) -L12(P) (plIR1 nl2 ) _ L12(P) (pA2 . n12 )12
(15)
Table D.1
^l
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qZ ' nLV + qv '
 nLV ° kl( grad Tt ) . nLV - kv(grad Tv) " nLV
p	 LLV( ^^	 I'LV^ P) (PvVR,. . nLV)	 (16))LV
The mass flux across the LV interface, (m/A)LV, would be determined
from equation (6) and table D.1
WLV pvVRV - nLV pZ^RZ nLV
	
(17)
Whether (m/A) LV
 is a mass flux condensing or evaporating depends on
the coordinate system and the sign of (m/A)LV.
D .1,, . 3 MOMENTUM
We now turn our attention to the momentum equation to determine
the! necessary boundary conditions that result. Following the above
preredures, which are performed in reference (18) the following bound-
ary conditic:n5 at the 1-2 interface are obtained:
;r
ix
ii
A word of caution is necessary for equations (12) and (19) The nor-
mal stress is made up in part by the pressure, which in turn is taken
to be made up in part by a surface tension stress (see pp. 231 of
f^
E
ref. (19) and pp. 38 of ref. [18]) and can cause a significant dis-
continuity in pressure for a highly curved phase interface such as
a &roplet or bubble. In this problem phase interface curvatures are
small so that equations (12) as.d (19) are adequate. There is also a
n
small reaction force normal to tl;ie interface in Cquation (19) because
	 ;.
of the mass transferred across the interface (related to th-e--neglected
F
R x
lIl
I
Continuity in the shear stress
	ti - Tt2
	 (i8)
Continuity in the normal stress
	
ani = °M2
	
(19)
fkinetic energy flux in eq. (22)); however this is negligible, ac-
cording to reference (18], in almost all cases of interest.
D.1.4 SUMMARY OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
The boundary conditions, at a point on the moving 1-2 phase
transition interface, which is assumed smooth, sharply defined and
without large curvature are summarized below.
p2vR2 nl2 = p1VRl n12 = W	 (20 )12
%1 t12 VR2 t12	 (21)
nl2 + q2 nl2 kl(grad Tl) n - k2 (grad T2) n12
L12(P) (p2vR2 nl2)
	
`A/ L12(P)	 (22l2
Pl=P2 =P	 (2.3)
T =T = T1	 2	 12P( )	 (24)
Ttl = Tt2	 (25)
dnl = (7n2(26)
f:
The velocity ) VR, is the fluid velocity relative to axes moving with
the interface. These equations must be converted from the moving
frame of reference, attached to the interface, to a fixed frame of
reference (in rectangular and cylindrical coordinates) before they E
can be used in most problems. Before this conversion, some of the
assumptions made in the above section are discussed from a micro-!
scopic viewpoint.
D.2-DISCUSSION OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
!	 In this section the	 LV and	 SL	 interfaces are discussed from
{s 	
1t
s i
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x. t
is
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a microscopic viewpoint. The predominant references cited throughout
will be (3), (16), [181 )
 [21], and [22].
Condensing and evaporation or freezing and melting processes
occur at equal rates, at , equilibrium, at the interface. A very small
departure from equilibrium (where AT is usually very much smaller
than the temperature gradients that occur within a phase if there is
heat transfer) causes a large mass flux across the interface in the
form of a phase change. When the interface falls slightly below the
equilibrium condition condensation (:rt­^ezing) occurs, if above then
evaporation (melting) takes place in order to return the interface
toward equilibrium. The mass flux in the case of evaporation (melting)
is accompanied by the absorption of heat from the liquid (solid)
while condensation (freezing) results in a release of heat. If the
interface is flat and the fluid is pure then the interface remains
at the equilibrium temperature (TSL for the SL interface and TLV
for the LV interface). If the interface is curved then there is
a correction to the equilibrium condition due to surface tension.
This correction will be negligible in the cases considered in this
study (i.e. ,  no droplets or bubbles are considered herein).
D.2.1 CONDENSATION
In a liquid vapor system undergoing condensation, small depar-
tures from a pure fluid situation can have a major effect on phase
changes. The presence of a non-condensable gas can greatly decrease
heat transfer in a condensing system (e.g., small percentages of
air in steam decrease heat transfer in a steam system by as much as
a factor of 10, see ref. (7]). As the partial pressure of the air
9^
J
3
.t
,
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increases at the interface, thereby decreasing the temperature of the
'	 interface below T`LV the effective heat transfer coefficient decreases.
^E
Contaminants can also play a major role particularly for liquid metals
(low Prandtl no.) where they have decreased the condensing heat trans-
fer coefficient by two or three orders of magnitude below what analysis
L,	 would indicate (see ref. [22]).
Because of surface tension forces and other "moulding" forces the
LV interface tends to be microscopically smooth. With high vapor
velocities and/or gravity forces there is a significant macroscopic.
„ 	 effect in that the waves that occur markedly affect the neat transfer
,I
by locally decreasing the condensate thickness considerably.
D. 2r. 2 FRFAZI T,,TG AND MELTING
The effect of non-freezable fluids and impurities upon freezing
A"
Lis qualitatively similar to the effect of non-condensable gases upon
condensation (refs. [16] and [231). Unlike the LV interface the
w	 SL interface is not normally microscopically smooth. During freezing
N	 the solid can grow irregularly. If the liquid is subcooled (TI < "'SL),
3
with little heat transfer, then dendrites (long •thin branch like solid
crystals) will grog
 in most liquids and the smooth interface assumption
will be inaccurate (ref. [16]). Based on experimental studies with
.102
inch in the SL interface of n-octadecane whereas the p-xylene and
water exhibited a smooth microscopic interface. From the discussion
of the present state of knowledge it must be concluded that one cannot be
certain whether a SL interface will be smooth, when there is a tem-
perature gradient, unless there is specific experimental evidence for
that ,fluid; although generally it appears safe to assume that it is
k
macroscopically smooth.
In the previous discussion
we assumed a smooth interface,
^.i	 and assumed local equilibrium.
evidence largely supports these Y pp
of the macroscopic boundary conditions
neglected anisotropic property effects,
Apparently the available experimental
assumptions provided there is a tem-P
perature gradient ('heat transfer). Should the surface not be micro-
scopically smooth then perhaps it will not depart greatly from the
smooth surface assumption so that macroscopic smoothness can be a
useful approximation. Although Savino (ref. [24]) observed that local
w	 variations in flow, or possibly nucleation, caused a bumpy ice surface
during freezing of a flowing water.
D.3 TRANSFORMATION OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS TO A FIXED COORDINATE SYS'T'EM
In this section the boundary conditions that were derived pre-
viously (eqs. (20) to (26)), which are relative to,the moving inter-
facey are transformed into the fixed coordinate system frame of ref-
erence of an Eulerian system so that they can be used with the
Eulerial differential equations of change (i.e., continuity, momentum
and energy).
Consider a system possessing two moving interfaces that separate
regions of different properties (k, c, and p) (see figs. D.2a and D.2h).
N. 1 n
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Define:
V	 as the fluid velocity relative to the fined frame of
reference (Eulrian)
V12	 as the velocity of the 1-2 interface relative to the
fixed frame of reference (Eulerian)
VR	 as the velocity relative to the interface. This is
the velocity used in the boundary conditions of
equations (20) to (26).
The following vector equation relates these velocities
V VR + V12	 (27)
These velocities are given in table D.2 in terms of velocity com-
ponents that are directed in the sense of the rectangular cartesian
and cylindrical, coordinate systems of figures D2.
Table D.
Veloe-ity Components for Two Dimensional Coordinate Systems
Rectangular Cartesian Cylindrical
( azimuthal syrmm. )
Velocities relative to
V = u3 + v3 V = ui + v3 fixed axes(28a) (29a)
VR = uRi + vR VR = uR	 + vR moving axes of interface(28b) (29b)
V12 =	 k12 + 3i12 V12 = k12 + 3R12 fixed axes
(28c) (29c)
L
D-3-1 TRANSFORMAT
I
ON TO FIXED COORDINATE VARIABLE COMPONENTS
First the continuity of tangential velocity boundary condition	 t
is rewritten in terms of the fixed coordinate systems described above.
t
t:
.a
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sky The task is then to write equation (21), now written in terms relative
to the moving interface, in terms of fixed rectangular or cylindrical
coordinates systems.
VRJ ' t12 ^ VR2 ' t12 (30)
First of all the normal and tangential unit vectors, n12	 and t12)
must be determined in terms of these Axed coordinate systems. From
vector analysis, at an instant of time, these unit vectors are written
for rectangular and cylindrical coordinates according to figures D-2.
For rectangular coordinates (fig. D.2a) the unit tangent is
+ 3 " .12yY
t12	
YX—
2 1/2 (31a)
L6Y12)
+
6x
and the unit normal is
Y12
6x
n12 (32a)1/2
(1	6Y121
2
+
cox
I	 I
where the unit vectors are mutually perpendicular (i.e., nj, . t12 = 0),
The result is different for cylindrical coordinates because the normal
unit vector (directed from phase 1 to 2) is not in the same sense as
as
r
c
11, ^
lA^
A e12
A axn12
	 1/2r 	 (3?Jb
+ 12
x
The unit vectors are again perpendicular so that in12 t12 00
Substitute equation (27) into (30) to transform equation (30) into
the fixed coordinate system variables, and simplify to obtain
(vl X12 ) - (V2 - +	 - t12 = (V1. " v2)	 t12 = 0
(33)
Substitute equations (28a) and (31a) into (33) and simplify to
transform equation (33) so that it contains the component variables
for the rectangular coordinate system.
U
2) + v -	 6Y12( ul	 2)	 ( l v2) ax( Vi -v2	 12__	 12 	 =o	 (34a)
6Y12
1 + ax
Similarly for cylindrical coordinates
6R12(^ 	
V2)t	
(ul - u2) + (vl - y`2) ._ ax
	 0 (34b)1	  ' 12 -	 Z 1/2
1^1 tv
L	 ^ ax
Assume now tha the 1-2 interface is smooth and sharp with small curva.
tune such that 6Yi2/6x and 6R12/6x are much smaller than unity.
6Yl2 
G< 
1	
or	 61,12« 1
	 35a(	 )
ax	 ax
Also assume that the axial velocity is much greater than the normal
velocity and that the axial gradients are much smaller than normal gra-
kt ^
u» v
and
a
ay	 ax
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or	
d « a
ar	 ax
(35b)
These assumptions simplify equation (34a) and (ZO) to the form of
equation (36), which indicates that the axial velocity is very nearly
continuous across the 1-2 interface when that interface is smooth,
sharp and of small curvature.
(ul) - (u2)12	 (36)12
The next boundary condition that Is considered is continuity in
the mass flux, as given by equation X20). 	 This too is presently
to the	 bewritten with respect	 moving coordinate system and must
transformed to the two fixed coordinate systems considered herein.
From the previous section, equation (20)
P2VR2	 n12 = 
P1VR1	
n12 =
	
A	 (20)
12
rt
is transformed to the fixed coordinate variables by using equation
(28)
r P2 (V	 V)	 n	 - R (V	 V)• n	 -	 m	 (37) 2	 12	 12	 1	 12	 121	 A 12
For the fixed rectangular cartesian coordinate system of figure D-2a,
i
the following equation is obtained from equation (37) by using equa-
tions ( 28a),	 (28c ) ! and (32a)
•	 6Y12	
aY12 3P (v--Y	 ) - A (u	 X	 )	 P (v - Y
	
- A (u	 -X2	 2	 12,	 2	 2	 12	 °ax	 1	 1	 12 ^	 1	 2rn	 _	 _	 1	 ax
A 12 	 2 1/2	 1/2 2
; s ^6y12
	
ay
l+	 1.
1+ax	 ax
;j
(38a)
}
_	 ...,	 3nom 	 ..^	 .,	
.:
,a3'N{'riti.:i::.. _	 . r	 .....`a$?._ve+e. ^. ,.c . 	 u._,neu srn.	 a	 v	 _.	 e.m3., . ',, 	 ir^yi°lbB` "u^'sECarm`"i'$d.^ `.'^ _.^^'•S u2a `  	 :5 2'e,'uGBli^.:. "^rY^':•"'4'" _..2e__..	 n_.a 5udr.s-^	 4^^,:r,.,.	 —	 't_:.,=aCeY1+_.:::4'`oni':X'
r.
t 
n
y
x
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A similar expression, made up of velocity components and phase thickness
variables, is obtained for the cylindrical system by using equations
(29a), (29c) and (32b)
P (v -A )+p(u -X )a
	
P(v -R• } p(u -X )--12
m	 2 2	 12	 2 2	 12 a _ 1 1 I.2	 11 12 ax
A 12	 2 1 2 
	
1+ a^
	
1+ (6R 12
ax	 ax
(38b)
By invoking the same assumptions as before (eq. (35)) equations (38)
simplify. For rectangular coordinates the following results
	
aY	 6,1,
r 
	= P2 ( v	 Y ) - p (u	 X ) ax12 = P (v	 Y )-p (u _X )	 12
(XM)12 	
2	 12	 2 2	 12	 1 1	 12	 1 1 12 3x
(39a)
while for cylindrical coordinates
_	
--	
ax
aR 6R
m	
P2 (v2
 R12 ) + P2 (u7 ` X12) 1^ Pl (vl - R12 ) + Pl (ul - i12 ) --- ^2A12	 a.x
^	
_	
(39b )
• The pressure and temperature boundary conditions of equations (23)
and (24) are unchanged by the coordinate transformation. Therefore,
at a phase boundary of small curvature that is smooth and sharp
P- P1 P2 (40)
r;
T	 T	 T (P)	 (41):
	
1	 2	 12
The heat balance boundary condition, equation (22), is now trans-
formed to the fixed coordinate systems considered. From the previous
section equation ' (22) is
i
i
ff	 ^
	
S	 L	 wad	 Y be r	 u»ks6if	 F^.lA,.k	 '{'t «xt t^` o..-..m?Y ^ s^
""'S..	 _	 _3^1r_uln..,.	 r 4.^-F's^' 
_	
.,B.,°. _.il,+v^k..	 .^'. ^exa14t2A3m.^id .Y•-ra	 :_^. a1	 ':i6^N'c^
,t
grad T = aT + 3 aT
x	 y
(42)
Ir
HK
Ct
^j
^lE
*i
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kl(grad T1) . n12 - k2 (Brad T2) ' n12 =	 (p2VR2 n12 ) L12( P)	 (22)
The first two terms, which are of the form (grad T) • n12, are evaluated
first for the rectangular Cartesian system of figure D.2a. First
multiply
4 t
t
1
C^
m
by the unit norr:- ', given by equation ( 32a), to obtain
aT aT Y12
	n 12 (grad T) =	 ax ax 1/2	 (43a)2
l + 6Y 12
ax
For cylindrical coordinates this term would be
aT _ 6T 6R12
n	 (grad T)	 ar ax ax	 (43b)12	 2`1 2
^R12
x
Equation ( 43a) is now substituted into equation ( 22) along with (38a)
in order to complete the transformation to the rectangular cartestar_
coordinate system of figure D.2a.
k aT
l
 6T1 'Y12	 6T2;()T2 0^IC12
1 cry cTx cox- 2 cry x ax tl
aY12	
m
	
_ -L12 (F) P2 (v2 ii?.	 p2 (u2 _' X12) 
ax	 A 12D12 (P) (4.4a)
u
For the cylindrical cop! trate system of figure D.2b the heat balance
boundary condition ib similarly obtained from equations (22), (27),'
(43b) and ( 38b)
,x
a...	 .- ^	 ,xs^ ^^	 ^:.	 ,;	 .,:^=c.,,, r.^sai h .ra....^,_,..^, y„-a 	 _, c^-^*a..•..^^* r......:F.s^^	 .. a,^^,^..^.._. ^	 z^.F.^.z
a
IL
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^j
	
	 6T1	 6T1 6R
	6T2 ( 6R12.'^k, —= + -- ( '^^ - k2 6T2 + — —6r 6 x ^ -6X	 6r 7x 6X
6R12
12(p) P2 (v2 - R12 ) + P2 (u2 	X' 12 )	 12L12 (P)
(44b)
By the assumptions listed under equations (35) these equations simplify.
For rectangular cartesian coordinates
6T 1
	
6Tk,	 2k	
'-qyl + qy2 	 A L12 (P)^y 	 2 ^y	 )12
LY12:
-L12M P2 (v2 '12 ) 	 P2 (u2 ^12 ) 6x	 (.45a)
while for cylindrical coordinates equation (22) becomes
6T1	 6T2 	 + q	 L Mkl r k2 7 r - - 'Irl	 r2	 X)12 12
6R
--L	 12	 ( 45b)12(p) P2(v2 Al2)	 P2( u2 X12) 6X
Following the same procedure as above the continuity in shear
stress boundary condition (eq. (25)) transforms to the fixed coordinate
systems of figures D,2.
i
(r.
Y.
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D.3.2 TRANSFORMATION TO PHASE THICKNESS VARIABLES
In the previous equations involving (m/A)12 there was no concern
of whether the mass flux was condensed, evaporated, melted or frozen.
Whether the mass flux is condensing, evaporation, etc., depends upon
the sign of (m/A) 12 , the coordinate system and the phases involved.
For example, consider liquid and vapor phases in contact at the 1-2
interface. Consider a cylindrical coordinate system such as the one
in figure D.2b. If the mass flux, (m/A)12, is positive then, accord-
ing to figure D.2b, the mass flux is condensing.
In order to use the mass flux in the analyses of chapters 2
and 3, it is necessary to transform the interfacial mass flux,
(m/A)12 , (eq. (38)) so that they involve only phase thickness terms.
This will be accomplished for a specific example ofa solid-liquid-
vapor system that is consistent with the problems of chapters 2 and 3,
such as the rectangular coordinate system shown in figure D.2a. The
`spa
analytical procedure involves integrating the continuity equation for
the liquid and solid phases at a position x over the moving phase
boundaries. The continuity equation for the liquid,
ap Z + a(AZuZ)+ a(
.. p= = p	 (47)
at	 6xay
f
is integrated between the YSL(x,t) find Y:LV(x,t) moving interfaces to
obtain the following (with the aid of Liebnitz rule to move the differ-
ential outside of the integrals)
^-0a^.r^'•^^^Tn
a Ty	 rm..w'^i	 ..^ur^..	
>nl	 t^.y a
. 9	 .a.^x' Fu` x, area"?.. ^^.:`..m^4v,, . 	 .md^^'.i,.!i?elE x• x	se^.^:..^u..nratxr
*II
ill
But from the chain rule for differentiation
^YL,j - dYLV _ 61YLV dXLV 	Y	 x `^YLV	 49a)6t 	dt	 ax dt	 LV LV -3x—
and
w	
6YSL = y - X 
T, aYSL	 (49b)at	 SL	 S- ax
From equations (38) for (m/A)12
M\	
X	 C^J
_ Pt (v - YLv) - Pz(uz - XLV) aYLV	 _ m	 (50a)
 Z	 a
	 cd
and
(
m	
--
—	
 P^ (v - Y ) - PZ (ut - f..:) aYSL	 _/ 	 (50b)
`A^SL	 Z	 SL	 SL ax	 r
Substitute equations (49a) and (50a) into (48) to obtain the following
for the condensate layer
a YLV(x^t)	 a	
XLV(x)t)
at	 PZ 
dy 
+ ax	
PZuZ dY
fv x. t)	 SL(x, t)
R
CA) +(Al _ (A/l _ (A1
	
_ \ /	 `` //	 `	 ` 1	 (SlyLV	 SL	 cd	 fr
r
For the solid layer, where us
 = 0 and the integration is from y - G
to y = YSL (see fig. D.2a), a simpler result is similarly obtained.
The mass flux across the SL interface is therefore
YSL(x, t)
rm1
dySL	 at 0
	
r
( q (	 ))	 q	 (51))	 `Substitute this result a	 52 into the one for the liquid (eq. }
to eliminate (m/A) SL, and s olv ,^.: for (m/A) LV
I MIN
S
7112
	
LV	 cd
Y (xt	 Y Xt
W - `A	 6t	
AZ dy 
^x	
PZUZ 
dy
SL(X) t)
	
lL( x) t)
YSL(x) t}
-	 r
	
Ps dy
	
(53)
^t30^
	
r;'
	 A	 Cha;jpter 3 considers a one dimensional three phase system, which is a
	
_	
special case of the above results when a/ax 0 and p .t and P.
are constant. This results in
C( l	 P - AA/LV
	
^A)ed -pZ YLV YSL tp S	 (54a)
and
m	 m
/SL	 f 
The heat balance boundary conditions for these interfaces would then
be obtained from equations (45a) and (54). For the LV interface
	
+	
_k c^T^ -k 
aTr
= -m L P -+ Y -Y P -s LqZ
 qv	 l a y
	
v 7	 V) V LV( )	 AZ LV SL P	 LV-
1(55a)
. 4
i
% 4 m
i
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Using this result the heat balance boundary condition for the LV
interface is
A
	" qt kZ 
aTZ	
_ m	 LLV( P)
	
ay	 CA/ LV (57a)
(where 6T,/6y = 0 for saturated vapor) and at the SL interface
al's_	 6Tl
"qs + qt	 k,,,7YkZ jy	 0	 (57b)
*c
.k^
I	 t^^
I
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Figure 7.4. - Phase layer growth history, for various values of b, as water vapor con-
denses and freezes on a horizontal cold plate where P - 14.7 psia, Tc - 1400 R and the
plate is initially dry.
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Figure 3.6 - Schematic of the horizontal cold plate apparatus.
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Figure B.1 - Photograph of horizontal. cold plate apparatus.
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Figure: B.3 - Photograph of vertical cold plate apparatus.
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Figure B.4 - Photograph of the frost
formed on the vertical cold plat--.
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Figure D.la. - Thin control volume moving with the interface.
Figure D.lb. - Enlarged view of thin control volume.
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Figure D.2a. - Rectangular cartesian coordinat e: system fixed to the wall.
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Figure D.2b. - Cylindrical coordinate system fixed to the tube.
